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CHAPTER I 
THE PRESENT STUDY 
Introduction 
"One of the basic needs of modern community life is 
that opportunities for play, recreation and group experience 
be provided for children, youth and adults regardless of eco-
nomic or social status.nl 
Today it is widely recognized that every individual 
should have the opportunity to belong to groups where the 
satisfactions of group association can be secured, where 
one's contributions will be recognized and valued, and where 
one can experience growth and change according to one's own 
needs. 
More and more there is a realization that man is a 
product of many groups and that group interaction is necess-
ary for normal development. Moreover, recent observations 
of changes in attitudes and behavior of disturbed indivi-
duals When placed in certain group situations have led to 
the conclusion that group experience is not only essential 
for normal living, but that it may have therapeutic values: 
as well. "The individual is a product of the group and its 
psychic forces and the group is his natural element ••• It 
1 Greater Boston Survey, 1949, Part I, p. 12. 
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would indeed be surprising if one should not be able to find 
in group life therapeutic forces' against psychic distur-
bances. n2; 
Grou9 experience ~ then, must have a special value for 
the child with a chronic illness or physical handicap who, 
because of hospitalization or extended illness, may have 
been shut off from the normal development of childhood. 
While there have been many new developments in the field 
of group work in recent years, the use of group work to aid 
in the adjustment of handicapped children has hardly begun. 
l Purpose 
This is a study of the group experienc~s of eleven chil-
dren with physical handicaps or limitations due to illness 
for Whom the Children's Aid Association, Department of 
Neighborhood Clubs organ ized clubs with the purpose of pro-
viding them with the benefits of group association. 
Specialized group work of this nature is still a rela-
tively new field, and it is hoped that through this study 
some insi ght may be g ained to enable ~~e group worker to 
formulate sharper focus on his role and methods as they 
affect individuals with special limi tations preventing their 
participation in regular group activities. 
2 Oscar P. Sternbach, ' ~ Dynamics of Group Therapy·" Group 
Therapy Brochure No. 23, p. 92' 
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Some of t h e questions this study seeks to answer are: 
1. What was the value for the child with physical handi-
caps or limitations due to illness in belonging 
to a club composed of normal children from the 
child's own neighborhood?. 
2. What factors in t h e i ndividual affected his move-
ment in t he group? 
3. What factors in the group affected the .individual's 
movement ? 
2 Scope 
The Department of Neighborhood Clubs formed fifty-two 
clubs between January, 1945 and June, 1950. Twenty three per 
cent or twelve of these clubs were formed around children 
with physical handicaps or limitations due to illness. 
In studying the twelve club records, the writer found 
tha t one had to be rejected because of inadequate recording. 
Thus, this study is concerned with the club experience of 
eleven children. 
3 Method 
ways: 
The data for the study were obtained in the following 
1. A survey of selected literature in the fields of 
group work, group therapy, and medical social work. 
This reading helped to establish a frame of ref-
erence from Which to proceed to a social study. 
2. A study of the individual records of the eleven 
cases involved. 
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3. A study of the club records of the eleven indivi-
duals involved. 
The following methods were also basic to this study:. 
4. The selection of a set of criteria for the evaluation 
of individual movement in the group.3 
5. The establishment of a rating scale to measure move-
ment.4 
4 Limitations and Values 
One of the major limitations of this study is the small 
number of cases involved in it. Whatever conclusions are 
drawn will relate only to this particular group. Another 
limitation is the nature of the records from which data were 
obtained. These records were not written for research, but 
as an aid to the group leader and to the agency. 
A third limitation is that there are many factors oper-
ating to affect the individual's adjustment in the group and 
this study is concerned with only a limited number of them. 
The fact that the rating of individual movement was made 
by the writer alone is another important limitation. As 
there was no critical examination of the evidence by other 
workers in the field to support the rating for each criterion, 
the writer's ratings of each individual in this study can 
hardly be considered as anything but studied opinions. 
3 See Chapter IV, Section B. 
4 See Chapter IV, Section C. 
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The value of the study may lie in the qualitative approach 
to the study of the group experiences of children with physi-
cal handicaps or limitations due to illness. This subject 
has not been explored to any real extent previously and it is 
hoped that it will be of value in demonstrating some of the 
ways in which a group worker can recognize and meet the needs: 
of children with physical handicaps and limitations. In 
addition the use of the criteria and rating scale may be of 
experimental value. 
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CHAPTER II 
CONCEPTS OF GROUP WORK 
Group work has come into its own as a field of the pro-
fession of social work only within the last sixteen years. 
It was not until 1935 that the field was given national rec-
ognition at the National Conference of Social Work When for 
the first time t h ere seemed to be a g eneral crystallization 
of aims and methods. 
While group work has always rested on the belief that 
individuals may be helped toward growth and chang e through 
group experience, it is only in recent years that the extent 
to which group work may aid in individual adjustment has been 
-
realized. The impact of psychiatry and the social sciences 
upon group work has led away from the emphasis on activity-
centered programs toward the development of more individual-
centered programs. The group is looked upon as a tool 
through which the individual is helped by a leader and through 
interpersonal relationships to have healthy, satisfying ex-
periences. 
Social group work is a process and a method by 
which indi viduals and groups in social agency setting s 
are helped by a worker to relate themselves to other 
people and to experience growth in accordance with 
their own needs and capacities. In social group work 
the group itself is utilized by the individual with 
the help of the worker as a primary means of person-
ality growth, change, and development. The worker is 
interested to bring about individual social adjustment 
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for the grou~ as a whole as a result of g uided group 
interaction. 
A Limitations of Individualization in Groun Work 
In spite of the general awareness of the need for indi-
vidualization in group work, there are some realistic limi-
tations to the degree of work with individuals that many group 
work agencies are able to do. Some of these limitations are 
imposed by heavy work loads, lack of training, and insuffi-
ciency of information about the background of the members. 
In addition, scientific exploration in the field of group dy-
namics has just begun. Much more research is needed in order 
to remove the mystery which still exists in the complexities 
of the group process.6 
Moreover, there is a growing realization that there are 
' certain individuals who are unable to participate or derive 
I 
satisfactions from a regular group experience. These are in-
dividuals who have not found fulfillment of one or more of 
the four basic needs: for the security of unconqitional love 
from the parents or parent figure; for the development of ego 
strengths through recognition; for growth in adaptability in 
normal group associations; and for the satisfactions inherent 
5 Harleigh B. Trecker, Social Group Work -- Principles and 
Practices, pp. 9-10. 
6 Claire B. Fisk, Editor, Cementing Case Work and Group 
Work Relationships p. 18. 
I 
I 
I 
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in creative leisure-time activities.7 
These are individuals Who do not go to the regular lei-
sure-time agencies or who do not find satisfaction when they 
do go. It must be remembered that group work a g encies usually 
attract people Who seek normal happy relationships. Such 
a g encies meet most of their members at their points of strength.! 
II 
Individual behavior in this "normal" area will I 
show a wide variety of responses in the group situ-
ation, but on the whole it will show an ability on 
the part of the individual to relate himself posi-
tively to the other individuals within the group, 
and to cooperate in carrying through group aims and 
objectives consistently. In some instances this 
"normal" individual will show a tendency to be destruc-
tive of ideas and property; but if he is subjected to 
group pressure, or better, has an opportunity to talk 
things out with the leader, he usually soon shows a 
willingness to accept his responsibility as a group 
member. It is this type of individual that group work 
agencies are set up to handle. 
On the other hand, individuals Who are constan t ly 
destructive, whose lives a re bound up in personal 
conflict, who show an absolute inability to be parti-
cip ating, cooperative members, or who are mentally 
unable to cope with other members, are people with 
whom the g roup worker and h i s agency cannot work ••• 
If we allow these maladjusted people to place their 
problems squarely on our shoulders, we are not help-
ing but hurting them. However, we need not turn them 
away without doing something for them. We should work 
out g ood procedures for referring them to ap propriate 
case work a g encies. These a g encies do not exp ect 
their clients to conform to normal standards, and will 
g et these people to work out what is neg ative in them 
so that t h ey eventually may return to our ag encies 
able to conform to what we call normal behavior stan-
dards.8 
7 Ibid • , p • 19 • 
8 Sydney Lindenberg, Supervision in Social Group Work, 
p. 68-69. 
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B Working with the Individual in the Group 
This does not mean that there are not many types of per-
sonal problems that the group worker can handle. The friend-
ly relationship which usually exists between the leader and 
member makes it relatively easy for the individual to seek 
help from the leader. Counselling with the individual and 
group are often the group worker's responsibility. Inter-
views with parents, teachers, and personnel of other ag encies 
may also be the function of the group worker. A g ood deal 
of individualization is often necessary to prepare a g roup 
member for referral to another agency especially equipped to 
help h im . In short, the objective in working with individuals 
in group work setting s is that of a fairly short-term rela-
tionship with the goal of re-education. The problem usually 
aris e s from external factors. 
C Case Work--Group Work Committees 
The recognition of the limitations of the group worker's 
function, and the desire to give better service was one 
stimulus toward the movement of Case Work-Group Work Com-
mi t tees. Such committees have not only evolved some well de-
fined principles of referral, but have also p ointed the way 
toward the effective use of cs.se workers in group work a g en-
cies. Some of the contributions which case workers in group 
work setting s have made h a ve been the interpretation of case 
work principles to group workers, the stimulation of the 
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group worker's sensitivity to the meaning of individual be-
havior, the handling of intake for camps and nursery schools, 
referral of individuals to appropriate a gencies, and in some 
instances, direct case work .9 
D Approach to Individual Problems through Controlled Groups 
While the group worker may recognize the need of certain 
individuals for special treatment, he must be aware that re-
ferral to a case work a g ency or clinic is sometimes difficult 
and even imp ossible to accomplish. In the first place the 
individual may be resistant to treatment; secondly, he may 
be unable to accept treatment at this time . 
For example, case work and psychotherapy for the adoles-
cent are difficult because the neurotic adolescent's a go may 
be too weak to bear the uncons cious ideas and feeling s that 
may be uncovered in treatment, and the rapid alternation be-
tween feelings of dependence and independence makes it diffi-
cult to establish a relationship.lO 
The question arises:. "If the individual cannot adjust 
·to the group situation and yet cannot accept individual 
treatment, how can he be helped toward a solution of his prob-
lem?" 
One of the answers seems to lie in group work services 
9 Fisk, editor, op. cit., pp. 7-8 
10 Sternbach, op. cit., p. 97 
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that are geared especially to the needs of unadjusted indi-
viduals. These are controlled group situations through which 
certain needs hitherto unfulfilled can be met. Inherent in 
the philosophy underlying these specialized group work ser-
vices is the belief that group experience plays a part in the 
life of the individual which cannot be fulfilled by any other 
life situation. 
These groups may be termed therapy groups, psychiatric 
groups, diagnostic or clinical groups, or protected groups. 
Technically, protected groups, such as that of the Children's 
Aid Association, Department of Neighborhood Clubs, do not 
come within the range of group therapy, but such groups have 
the same therapeutic goals as well as many of the same ele-
ments in structure, climate, and leadership as do therapy 
groups. The difference between therapy groups and protected 
groups is one of degree rather than of kind. 
E Group Therapy 
The similar.i ties between group therapy and the special-
ized groups of Children's Aid Association Department of Neigh-
borhood Clubs seem to warrant in this study a brief descrip-
tion of group therapy with children. While there are several 
approaches to group treatment, this discussion will be limited 
to activity group therapy sin~e it is this approach that is 
most similar to the protected groups of Children's Aid Associ-
ation Department of Neighborhood Clubs. 
I Page ll 
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Group therapy had been used as a part of treatment for 
adults for some time before its value for children was dis-
covered. S. R. Slavson, Director of Group Therapy, Jewish 
Board of Guardians, was among the first exponents of group 
therapy with children and he still continues to be one of the 
leaders in the field. 
Activity group therapy is the usual approach to g roup 
treat ment of children. This setting offers a permissive 
atmosphere in which the child is encouraged to act out in 
play without fear of disapproval or punishment. The leader, 
through his accepting and sympathetic attitude, becomes a 
symbol of unconditional love. The worker is neutral rather 
than passive. Children may seek him for help or advice. 
There is no organized program, but rna terials for arts and 
crafts and other forms of play and creative expression are 
about in the room. The children have free access to the tot-
al environment and can use equipment as they wish. All meet-
ings end with simple refreshments, and again there is free-
dom as to manners. The usual pattern of procedure is that the 
therap ist plays a neutral but accepting role. After his pre-
liminary welcome to the members, he ap pears to be absorbed in 
paints or clay or some other activity. At first the children 
are suspicious and test the degree of his acceptance by being 
hostile or resistant. Vfuen they discover that their behavior 
has no effect on his attitude toward them, t h eir guilt feel-
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ing s are released through catharsis and they are gradually 
able to c ha ng e their attitudes and behavior.ll 
The controls are larg ely set by t he g roup, although this 
basic policy is limited by consideration of the safety of the 
group. Identification with the leader and the desire for 
group approv al gradually h elp the ch ild to g ive u p some of his 
infantile driv e s an d to exercise some restraint.l2 
The selecti on of members of t herapy g roups is imp ortant 
a s there must be a balance of personalities within the group. 
It must include children exhibiting different behavior mech-
anisms as well as some normal c h ildren so that there may be 
an interplay of personalities. It should be pointed out that 
chang es within the group come about very slowly and that some 
children c an never benefit from this kind of treatment. These 
are children who are intensely neurotic and are frightened 
b y a ggression as well as chi ldren who are psychotic or 
schizoid. 13 
Therapy g roup s for those Whose treatment is at a point 
of termination or whose problems are not so intense, are 
11 Fisk , editor, op. cit., pp. 20-21 
12 Fritz Redl, "Clinical Group Work with Ch ildren" Wayne 
University School of Public Affairs and Social Work. P. 5 
13 s. R. Slavson, "Group Therapy" Group Therapy Brochure, 
No. 12, p. 7. 
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call ed transitional groups. These groups often meet in g roup 
work agencies. At f irst they are protected against the larg er 
groups but gradually they are absorbed by the a g ency.l4 
Thi s has not been ru~ attempt to define group therapy . 
This brief descrip tion has been included here simply because 
of the similarity of this app roach to protective group work. 
It is hoped that the reader will be able to discern some of 
the implications W:lich the concept of group therapy has for 
the specialized approach to group work of Children's Aid 
Association Department of Neighborhood Clubs. 
F Protective Group Work 
"Protec t ive group work is the term used to describe work 
with groups requiring that the membership, the leader ship and 
t h e program be especially desi gned to help individuals with 
physical or emotional handicaps to benefit by a group exper-
ience.1115 
It is destinctive in that the group is org anized around 
individuals who need a group. While both group therapy and 
protective g roup work use the group work method, there are 
some differenc e s. Usually, the protected group is kept within 
the framework of the neighborhood and in the natural grouping, 
while the therapy group is conducted under clinical auspices 
14 Ibid., p. 2 
15 Marjory Warren, · Defini tion of Protective Group Work · 
li Pag e 14 
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and in close cooperation wi th the psychiatrist. 16 Th is is not 
a fixed difference since therapy group s often use the natural 
group ing and p rotected groups may be formed in hospitals and 
other such settings. 
Inherent in any group t h erapy is the "repair job. nl7 It 
is usually a gre e d that group therapy deals with individuals 
with deeper personality disturbances than those who benefit 
from a protected group. 
While in group therapy the leader plays a neutral role, 
in the protected g roup the leader usually takes an active par•t 
in the program. In effect, h e guides the program according 
to the needs of the members. He has something positive and 
concre t e to off er--a program of activities. He is closely 
related to all the members both in the group and through in-
dividual contact. He constantly uses the resources of o ther 
a g encies for the individuals and their families. 
Th e worker focuses on the individual's streng th and does 
not deal with his pathology . Individualization is made on the 
basis of what the c h ild can do rather than on What he cannot 
do. 
The protected groups are formed to meet specific needs of 
certain individuals and wh en those needs are met, there is no 
16 Gisela Konopka, Letter to Marjory Warren, March, 1 94 9 
17 Gisela Konopka, "Group Work and Group Th erapy", A Decade 
of Group Work, p. 41 
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further justification for the club's existence. Such groups 
do not perpetuate their existence in the protective setting ; 
they may move on into a more normal community setting, however 
While these may be "natural" groups in one sense, they 
are "formed" groups in another. Members are friends of the 
referred child, but the leader should observe which type of 
youngster the referred individual relates to most effectively 
and he may have to work toward a change in membership and re-
move children whose presence is threatening. 
In short, the program of the group, the leadership, the 
setting , the membership and the relationships are all g eared 
specifically to the needs of the referred individual. This 
means that there is flexibility in the structure, and the 
patterns o f organization, development and composition vary as 
do the needs of the individuals referred. 
G Therapeutic Values of Group Experience 
The phenomenon of the group is modelled after the family 
where there is sibling rivalry, competition which lea ds to 
identification, and mutual love and protection. Wherever a 
positive relationship is established between the leader and 
the group, the leader represents .the ideal parent fi gure. 
Still further the quality of relationships among the members 
is t h at of siblings in the ideal family setting.l8 
18 Sternbach, op. cit., p. 97 
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Identification with the leader bring s about in t h e indi-
vidual a willingness to give up some of his self-centered im-
pulses to gain the approval of the group and the leader. 
This is a basic force for growth and change.l9 Just as the 
small c h ild le arns to give up some of his infantile strivings 
for future gratification, so the group member learns to use 
restraint to g ain the satisfactions which the group offers. 
The small child, however, can endure these controls only when 
the mother's love is assured. If he has not experienced un-
conditional love, his e g o development is poor. For this type 
of child the group is the symbol of unconditional love. While ; 
not condoning the anti-social behavior of the child, the lead-
er assures him that it has no effect on his belief in and 
affection for him. With tl~is assurfu~ce the child can learn 
limitations. The demands must be reasonable and in accordance 
I 
with t he child's ability to tolerate frustration.20 The child j 
who feels threatened by adults and therefore reacts with h os- 'j 
tility may be helped through the group. 2l Identification with 
t he group gives the individual a feeling of strength. In a 
one-to-one relationship the individual must ste.n d alone ag ainst I 
. the parent fi gure and must bear alone the anxiety and guilt I 
19 Ibid., p. 98 
20 Sam R. Slavson, Practice of Group Therapy, p. 47 
21 Ibid., p. 46 
I 
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arising from his hostile feelings, The defenses built up in 
ruL individual relationship are unnecessary in the group. 
Therefore the energy used to emp loy defenses may be freed for 
more constructive uses. The opportunity which the group 
affords for release of hostility is one of its basic values.22 
When children whose hostility has been repressed see 
other children acting freely and without fear of retaliation, 
they slowly beg in to immitate. The fact that they are not 
alone in having feelings of hostility reduces guilt and helps 
them to face their feeling s more realistically.23 
Acceptance by the worker and the a pproval of the group 
g ive the child a feeling of security that enables him to be 
more outg oing. With the as surance of love and the feeling of 
streng th, he becomes more adventuresome. The g roup becomes a 
testing ground for reality. 24 
The strength which the g roup offers is of value to t h e 
individual in his struggle for independence. Through group 
association he receives the support he needs in his striving 
for emancipation from his parents. The group standards and 
the values of the leader become incorporated into the indi-
22' Sternbach, op. cit., p. 98 
23 Sam R. Slavson, Principles of Group Therapy, p. 7 
24 Ibid. pp. 14-16 
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vidual and become part of his ego-idea1. 25 
One special value of the group for the aggressive, anti-
social, or delinquent child is that it offers opportunities 
I 
to find socially desirable methods of sublimation and release 1 
I 
of tension through physical and creative forms of expression~ 6 , 
Group association offers a partial expression of libid-
inru. drives through discussions, exhibitions, and so on. 
During a dolescence earlier conflicts of the oedip al period 
-
may be revived, and the group offers an escape from the stim-
ulation afforded by t h e p arent.27 
The group can be of supp ortive value to the child who is 
in case work treatment. Insertion of a child into an 
anxiety-prot ected group while his basic fears are being 
treated may g ive t h e supp ort he needs to continue treatment.28 
Identification is t h e basis of the assimilation of problem 
children within a normal group. Psychiatric experience indi-
cates that identification of the normal child with the mal-
adjus ted child does not occur readily, but there is a salu-
25 Saul Scheidlinger, "Understanding the Adolescent in a 
Group Setting" Journal of Educational Sociology, Septembe 
1949, p. 57 
26 Ibid ,, p. 59 
27 Ibid., p. 58 
28 Fritz Redl, The Detroit Group Project 
p. 5 
(mimeographed), 
Page l! 
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tary influence on maladjusted childr en from their close asso-
ciation with normal children.29 
The extent to Which t h e group benefits t he i ndividual 
' . 
depends upon many factors, such as the meaning he assigns to 
the group, t he group structure and climate, and the under-
standing and s k ill of t h e leader. I t is evident t h at the 
emotional tone t h e members and the leader bring to and take 
away from the group are more important than the pro gram or 
org anization. 
H Specialized Group Work Services 
The realization that there are many individuals and 
groups with needs that cannot be met in the usual group work 
a g encies has led to the development of specialized services 
in several communities. Since these services have grown out 
of local needs, they have developed in a variety of patterns. 
It is not the differences that are significant; it is the 
fact .that throughout the country there is an increasing aware- · 
ness of the need for the special guidance of unadjusted in-
dividuals through group activities. 
For certai n children and young people who are 
not too well adjusted, as sociation with others in 
small groups can be directed so as to serve a more 
positive purpose. The need is for socialization 
and understanding guidance. It is through the · skill-
I 
I 29 Samuel z. Org el "Identification as a 
Therapeutic Force", American Journal 
January, 1941, pp. 121-123 
I· 
. 1" . d 11 Soc1a 1z1ng an I 
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fu l conduct of these group s, wi th the hi ghest 
quality of s k illed leadership, with a premiQm on 
"individualization" within the group, and in 
c lo se coop e ration with oth er a gencies ••• that 
recreation can achieve the tru e purpose of "social 
treatment." This respons i b ility is a private ·· 
a g enc y function ••• Howe ver, public recreation a nd 
educat ion a u t horit ie s ase increasing their atten-
tion to this function.j 
The recognition of the t herapeutic v a l ues of group ex-
perien ce has led to the use of groups which a re therapeutic 
in g oal in many set t ing s . Group workers and group therap i sts 
function as me mbe rs of the s taffs in several chil dren's and 
f amily agenci e s, schools, hospitals a nd insti tutions. 
30 Roy So r ens on and Associ a tes, Recreation f or Everybody , p . 9 
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CHAPTER III 
CHILDREN'S AID ASSOCIATION DEPARTMENT OF 
NEIGHBORHOOD CLUBS Al'ifD ITS PROGRAM FOR CHILDREN 
WITH LIMITATIONS DUE TO ILLNESS 
A. Introduction: The Meaning of Illness 
In any attempt to evaluate the meaning of a group exper-
ience to a child with a physical handicap or limitation due 
to illness, there must be an understanding of the meaning of 
illness to the individual. 11 We need a growing understfu'1ding 
of What illness means to each individual and familiarity with 
psychosomatic concepts in medicine as a means of relating our 
work better. n31 
The experience of illness creates a situation which cen-
ters around the fundamental relationships of l ife, and t h e 
feeling s that accompany it are apt to be intense. It is not 
possible to regard the present behavior of an ill person as 
divorced from his past. 
The effect of illness depends partly on the child and h is 
drive to succeed. Whether or not he can make a satisfactory 
adjustment is largely dependent upon his parents' attitudes 
and understanding. They must offer the security of their 
i 
I 
I 
continued love. This should by no means take the form of over- J 
protection. The child should be encouraged to do as much as I 
I 
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possible for himself. There is a sense of accomp lishment for 
him as for the well child in doing something for himself. 
An essential part of the treatment lies in the management 
of convalescence. If the illness has been so serious that the 
parents have been fearful that the child mi ght not live or 
_might become permanently handicapp ed, they may become over-
ll~ 
solicitous. This may encourag e the child to make unreasonable 
demands, and if the illness is a long one, this demanding 
attitude may become a part of the ch ild's habitual behavior. 
As a result the child may later retreat into illness and the 
secondary g ains of t h e illness may become of primary impor-
tance. 32 
The child who suffers from an illness which leaves him 
with a p er manent defect has a very real problem of adjustment. 
He cannot participate in many of the activities of childhood 
and is therefore apt to feel inferior to other children. He 
is forced to compensate for this inferiority by developing new· 
modes of obtaining success in life. Sometimes these compensa-
tory modes are socially desirable, sometimes they are undesir-
able, as when a boy compensat e s for a handicap by becoming the 
leader of an anti-social g ang . The degree of the need to com-
pensate depends l~ss upon the nature or extent of the defect 
than it does on the extent to which the individual's pride 
32 0. Spurg eon English and Gerald H. J. Pearson, Emotional 
Problems of Living , p. 101 
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1 has been hurt.33 
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Illness during adolescence creates a special situation. 
At this time the individual is involved in a struggle for 
emancipation; a great many adjustments are required of him. 
The illness may create a situation of prolonged dependency as 
well as necessary chang es in plans for the future. The 
thwarting of drives may result in social retardation or with-
drawal particularly if the individual feels he cannot meet his 
ideal or the ideal set for him by his parents. On the other 
hand, the reaction may take the form of hostility. Having 
suffered pain through no fault of his own, he may feel he now 
has license to inflict p ain on others. 
There is then a variety of ways in which the individual 
may respond to his illness and there are many factors which 
determine the emotional response. Basically, however, the 
sick child has the same drives as every other child. He needs 
opportunities to develop ego strengths through recognition, 
to grow in adaptability to normal group associations, and to 
find the satisfactions which exist in creative activities. He 
should not grow up in a world that sets him apart. Emphasis 
should be p laced on what he can do rather than what he cannot 
do. 
The first attempt with many patients should be to give 
33 Ibid., p. 102· 
1 
them a sense of security and opportunity for social relation-
ships. While hobbies and occupational therapy have some value, 
they are not always satisfactory, because they may emphasize 
the feeling of being different. 34 It seems wise, therefore, 
' 
to encourag e the patient to particip ate in group activities. 
Pa tients who have been isolated from normal associations 
because of long illnesses, may be apprehensive of situations 
involving comp etition. In some cases competitive activities 
tend to have harmful physical as well as emotional effects on 
the patient. For this reason t h e individual may have to move 
in a controlled environment until he is able to cope with en-
vironmental problems.35 
B. Children's Aid As s ociation De · ar tment of Nei borhood 
C ubs 
Children's Aid Association is a child placing and adoption 
agency concerned ~ith children who have presented behavior and 
personality problems resulting from instability or breakdown 
in the family. Recognizing that many of these children's 
problems might be prevented if discovered and treated at the 
onset, the a g ency established in 1887 the Home Libraries De-
partment. The work of the Department was to supplement the 
individual services of the ag ency. 
34 Flanders Dunbar, Psychosomatic Medicine, p. 414 
35 Ibid., p. 414 
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The program was a simple one, centering around the ex-
change of books and storytelling. The content of program en-
riched itself naturally as the clubs evolved and the leaders' 
awareness of the children's needs increased. 
From the beginning the value has been in the small, in-
formal natural group carried on in the home setting under 
adult leadership. 
The present function of the Department of Neighborhood 
Clubs {so called since 1946) has developed out of the commun-
ity need for a group program which could be geared to offer a 
special kind of group experience to individuals whose needs 
could not be met by the regular group work agencies in the 
community. 
The children referred to the ag ency usually fit into two 
general categories -- those with chronic illness or physical 
handicaps and those with personality difficulties. The De-
partment accepts for referra.l only those children who cannot 
be helped by the usual group work agencies. Referrals come 
from clinics, case work a g encies and hospitals, as well as 
from parents and group work ag encies. 
The group is org anized around a child who especially 
needs the group. Its members are children with whom he does 
or would like to associate. Thus the clubs approximate nat-
ural groups. The Department feels there is special value in 
I having as members of the group, children from the referred 
l-~~-~ 
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child's own neighborhood with whom he will have to get along. 
In addition, it is felt that the normal children in the group 
help the ill or unadjusted. 
It is interesting that children with problems often draw 
around them other disturbed youngsters. In this way many 
children who need the service of a social agency come to the 
attention of the Dep artment. 
The groups meet at least once a week, and during the sum-
mer a camp program makes continuity of service possible. The 
meeting place depends upon the needs of the group and the re-
sources in the neighborhood. Some groups benefit from meet-
ing in the home; others need to be away. The facilities of 
the group work ag encies of the neighborhood are used for meet-
ing s or special activities, especially when the group is being 
prepared to move out of its protected situation into the regu-
lar leisure time agencies. 
The group is org anized by a staff member and is carried 
by h im until the right kind of volunteer leadership can be 
provided. Some groups continue for as long as five years; 
the treatment goals can be evaluated. The Department keeps in 
touch with group work ag encies so that transfer will be facil-
itated. 
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The Department operates about thirty clubs each year. 
Not all referrals are accepted as t h e intake is limited by 
function and by the availability of staff. 
Ap proximately twenty per cent of the referrals accepted 
are children with physical handicaps or illnesses. The others 
fall into the broader categ ory of behavior disturbances. 
The handicapped are usually those out of bed, although 
they may not be well enough to g o to school or participate in 
the normal activities of childhood. 
The Department finds it unfavorable to accept children 
unless it is p ossible to have at least four other children in 
the club, as it "is felt that fewer than this number does not 
g ive the child the benefit of a real group experience. The 
groups are gradually increased in size as the child's condi-
I tion improves • 
. I Most often the club meets in the child's home, although 
I 
I 
in some instances, as with adolescents, it is felt that a 
meeting place away from home is more beneficial. Of course, 
with the very sick child all meeting s will have to be in his 
home. 
The leader is aware of the child's physical condition 
and is informed of any chang es in his health. The Department 
also keeps the hospital informed of the child's development 
in the group. 
The leader safeguards the child's health with certain 
--=-- =-
precautions such as excluding children with colds in eases of 
rheumatic fever. Meeting s may be cut short if the patient is 
strained or overtired. 
The members are children of the patient's own age from 
t h e nei ghborhood. It is hoped that the activities will be 
such that the children will not be conscious of their being 
g ear 6d to the limitations of one member. The purpose is usu-
ally explained to the parents but not to the children. 
If the child is g etting well, preparation for transfer to 
to a group work a g ency is made. If not, the club continues as 
long as there is a need. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION OF CASES 
A Introduction 
In order to evaluate individual growth or chang e in the 
group, it seems necessar y- to establish clearly defined set of 
goals. 
Our treatment practices may be carefully 
crystallized, our skill in treatment great, and 
infused with the rich experience of others in our 
own field, and with the light of knowledge gained 
from other cognate disciplines, but without some 
determination of what we are actually accomplish-
ing, how can we ever know whether any slight or 
considerable reorientation in our work is needed?36 
The general aims of social work provide a basis for 
evaluation, 
but wh at needs to be emphasized is that if 
attainment of the goals of social work is to be 
subjected . to even the crudest measurement, t hey 
must be broken down into their components.37 
The group worker who seek s to evaluate his work must ask 
not only 11 1JVh at are the g oals of social group work? 11 ; but also 
11 What ar e the immediate . goals of a particular group? 11 
In social group work there are many difficulties involved 
1
\ in an evaluation which attempts to g o beyond feelings and gen-
1 eral impressions. There is the problem of distinguishing the 
36 Eleanor Glueck 11 Evaluati ve Research in Social \IVork", 
Pap er Presented at the New York School of Social Work, 
1936, p. 18 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
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effects of group work from the many other environmental and 
and intrapersonal factors that operate on the indi vidual. A 
furth er problem is in t h e variations among individuals. Sue-
cess and failure are relevant to the individual's level of 
development and h is ability to adjust. 
To assess all on exactly the same scale would 
violat e rather t h an f orward our professional stan-
dards. It may well be feasible, however, to use a 
nucleus of criteria for all groups - allowing f or 
some variations - but the app licat ion of t h e scale 
must be relative to t he stag e of development of 
t h e group .38 
Bernstein selected twelve areas in wh ich to evaluate in-
divi dual a djustment in a group. The se criteria are based on 
s ome common objec t ives for individual development through 
gr oup exp erience. They are39 
1. Attendance 
2. New sk ills an d i n terests 
3. New Knowledg e 
4. Wider Loyalties 
5. Degree and range of participation 
6. Leadership 
7. Breakdown of prejudices 
8. States in group 
9. Symptons of maladjustment 
38 Saul Bernstein, Charting Group Progress, p. 3 
I 39 Ibid., p. 15 
~~~-~ 
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10. Health. 
11. Vocational developments. 
12. Educational developments. 
With this set of standards as a basis, the writer seeks 
to establish a set of criteria for the evaluation of the move-
ment of the individuals in this study. It is hoped that the 
use of these criteria in evaluating every case will make the 
writer's judgment more objective. 
Before d efining these criteria, it migh t be well to dis-
cuss the difficulties involved in establishing and using them. 
First, evaluative methods in group work have just begun, and 
means that the writer finds no precedent for the evaluative 
study. 
In establishing the criteria the writer considered not 
only the p rincip les of group work, but also the purpose and 
functions of the D. N. c., 40 the various effects which a pro-
long ed, painful, or crippling illness may have on a child, 
and the purposes for which the children in this study were re-
ferred. Professor Saul Bernstein of Boston University School 
of Social Work and Miss Marjorie Warren assisted the writer in 
establishing criteria. 
40 Department of Neighborhood Clubs 
I 
I 
_I 
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The possible value of the use of the criteria may be that 
it will offer some clues as to the success or failure of an 
individual, and it may be of guidance in i mproving methods of 
working with such specialized groups. 
The evaluation cannot take into account many of the vari-
ables whi ch act on the individual, but certain variations such 
as school p roblems will be brought into the study in order to 
point out their relationship to an individuals adjustment in 
the group. 
B Criteria 
1. Individual's acceptance of himself in the group 
Illness and its affects may set a child apart from the 
group and make him feel "different. 11 On one hand he may with-
draw from other members; on the other hand he may demand 
special considerations from t h em. The group should help him 
to function as a regular member within his limitations. 
2. Individual's relationship to the leader 
The child with a physical handicap or limitation may seek 
privileged treatment from the leader, particularly When the 
club has been formed for him. Illness may create feelings of 
overdependence or hostility and may lead to a demanding atti-
tude or a pattern of withdrawal. The group should help the 
individual achieve t he balance of dependence and independence 
that is normal for his developmental period. 
3. Acceptance of' t h e handicapped indiv idual by the group 
The individual's handicap and his attitude toward it may 
affect his status with other ch ildren. Th ey may reject him 
because he imp edes t heir progress, or they may be over-
solicitous of' him. The group experience should help the group 
to r e cognize t h e individual's abilities as well as his limi-
tations and accept him as a participating member. 
4. Recreational Value 
Illness and physical handicaps may limit the individual's 
op portunities for p lay. An important question to be asked in 
evaluation is 11 di d he enjoy himself in the group?" 
5. Socialization 
Because of' prolonged illness or a physical defect the 
ch ild may have been shut off' f rom normal associations. A 
first st ep in socialization through the group should be to 
help him establish friendships within the group. A second 
step should be to enable him to ex tend these relationships in-
to the school and neighborhood. 
6. Use of Abilities and Development of New Sk ills. 
Illness may p lace re s trictions on a child which limit the 
development of his natural abilities. The group sh ould help 
him derive p leasure from the thing s he can do f or himself, and 
assist him to develop new skills and interests. 
7. Family relat i onship s 
The group should help the parents and sibling s focus on 
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what the child can do rather than on his limitations. The 
close relationship between the leader and the frunily, and the 
group meetings in the home setting should help the parents 
toward an understanding of the child's needs. Observing the 
group in play may assist the family to learn how to provide 
constructive leisure time activities for the child who has 
physical limitations. 
C. The Scales 
In order to measure the individual's change in each of 
the above areas, the writer has constructed a numerical scale. 
This scale is similar to the one devised by the Community 
Service Society of New York City.4l There are seven steps on 
the scale, and each step represents an equal degree of change. 
~4 
t 3 
+z 
+ l 
0 
-1 
-2 
Zero means that there has been no change; the positive in-
tervals represent four degrees of improvement, and the nega-
tive steps indicate deterioration. In order to provide a 
41 J. MeV. Hunt and Leonard S. Kogan "Measuring Results in 
Social Case Work1 
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qualitative significance to the steps on the scale, an actual 
case illustration will be given. This case is one of the 
eleven in the study and is included in Group I. 
The Anchor Case 
Case I 
Freddy W., ag e seven when the club beg an, had 
been a patient at the hospital clinic for four 
y ears. Serious neglect and malnutrition during his 
first t h ree years resulted in physical retardation. 
Since treatment beg an, he has developed normally. 
He was first t hou ght to be feebleminded, but his 
intelli gence was rated average at t h e time of 
referral. 
Mrs. w. is a quiet, repressed woman who re-
jected Freddy from birth because she h ad wanted a 
g irl. Mr. W. is a p leasant p erson who is dis-
appointed in h is son's effeminate behavior. When 
Freddy was younger, his father tried to interest 
him in b oyish activities, but by the time Freddy 
seven, Mr. W. had g iven up in discourag ement. 
Both parents have tried to handle Freddy's enure-
sis and failure at school by punishing him s e v ere-
ly, and t h ey hav e been bewildered because punish-
me nt seeme d t o have no effect on his behavior. Vfuen 
the club began Freddy was t h e youngest of two ch ild-
ren. Since t h at time another boy and g irl were born. 
At h om e Freddy was withdrawn and p assive. His 
mother said he never expressed any feeling s of pleas-
ure or unhappines s. His only associ ations had been 
with his older sis ter. In school he was ridiculed 
by other boys. At seven he was unab l e to write or 
read aloud. He tore his papers into bits and chewed 
them as a small child would. He was a chronic 
enuretic. 
As Mrs. W. had resisted c ase work help for 
Freddy at the h ospital, the club was sug g ested to 
her by the group worker, so that she would not 
associate it with the hospital. She accepted the 
plan although she was unable to offer suggest ions 
as to possible club members. 
I ,, 
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Freddy's teachers helped Freddy and the leader 
find boys who were interested in the club. The 
boys whom Freddy invited to the club were all re-
tarded in sch ool and as the club p rogressed it was 
eviden t that three of the boys had serious emotion-
al difficulties. 
~hen the club beg an, Freddy had never p layed 
with boys, and his only p lay interests were effem-
inate. He handled craft material like a three 
year old, covering himself with pai nts and clay. 
Hi s b ehavior was characterized by withdrawal and 
submissivenes s . He never attempted to reach out 
for the leader's attention, and he never retaliated 
a g ainst the a ggressiveness of the oth er boys . 
Although present in the group, there seemed to be 
no relationship between him and the others. The 
only attitude the others expressed t oward him was 
that of criticism. Vfuile he didn't participate 
in g ames h imself, he would become so ex cited when 
wat ching the others that he would shake all over. 
The leader during the first year was a young 
woman who p layed t h e role of an accepting mother. 
Sh e expressed no criticism toward him for any of 
his failures. She made it clear to Freddy and his 
mother t hat she would like to be helpful. The 
Department arrang ed for a special tutor for 
Freddy, and the leader visited the school often 
to interpret Freddy's p roblem and secure the 
teacher 's coop eration. The teacher made a p oint 
not to d etain Freddy a t school on club days, and 
she g ave him special attenti on in class. 
Th e leader visited the home regularly. Dur-
ing the first year Mrs. W. n ever reached a point 
where she could discuss her feeling s about Freddy, 
and her relationship with the leader was a super-
ficial one. 
By the end of the y ear Freddy was able to 
play a few b oyish g ames of low organization, and 
his associat i ons in t h e club were carried over 
into the school yard where the club members de-
fended him against oth er boys. 
Recognizing the seriousness of Fr eddy 's prob-
lem the Department mad e p lans f or a treatment c amp 
placement f or h i m which Mrs. W. reject ed at t he 
l ast moment. During t he first two years, both 
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Freddy's parents used the threat of depriving him 
of the club as punishment for enuresis and failure 
in school. 
The leader during the second year played the 
same role as t he first leader and continued to 
work with the p arents and the school. By the end 
o f the second y ear, Freddy wa s able to strike back 
a g ainst his a ggressors although he would cry when 
fri ghtened. He showed some improvement in work-
ing with his hands, and the other boys in the club 
recognized this imp rovement and commented on i .t. 
vVhereas before he had made no attempt to re-
late to the other boys, he became so eager for 
their friendship that he offered to do favors for 
them. He would also wait for the leader and walk 
to t he bus stop with her. At t h e end of the second 
y ear when the leader visited his home, he would 
pull out hi s treasures to show her. 
During the second year one of the boys, whose 
aggressiveness was t h reatening to all the oth ers, 
was removed. From this point on Freddy was more 
relaxed in t h e club. 
Freddy's frequent absences were hardly noticed 
at first, but during the second year, the boys 
would call at his home to find out whether he would 
be at club. When the te a cher threatened to keep 
Freddy after school, the boy s asked her not to de-
tain him on club days. Freddy had one special 
friend in the club, and occasionally they visited 
one another. 
The leader made herself available to Mrs. w. 
whenever she needed help, and at t h e same time 
made a few requests of Freddy's parents. Mr. W. 
was aske d to drive t he group to the circus, and 
the leader invited both parents t o a Christmas 
p ar ty. Th e leader attempted t o make Mrs. and Mr. 
W. feel that she accepted them as all the club 
parents were. Toward the end of the second year 
Mrs. W. was able to tell the leader about her dis-
appointment in Freddy, and she asked what she 
could do. She allowed Freddy to g o to a treatment 
camp during the second summer and accepted a plan 
for psychiatric treatment when he returned. 
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The club is continuing now in the third year 
with a young man leader in the hope that Freddy 
will make a masculine identification. The a g ency 
is still working with the family, and Mr. W. keeps 
appointments with the group worker in the office 
to d iscuss Freddy 's development. 
The agency fee ls that continued p sychiatric 
help for Freddy is essential. 
Analysis 
l. Individual's accep tance of himself 
From an opening picture of a boy whose con-
fusion about his masculinity and rejection by 
his mother have led him to effeminate p lay in-
terests, withdrawal, and passivity, Freddy now pre-
sents a p icture of boyishness. He still has a 
tendency to withdraw and needs the support of the 
leader, however. The writer feels his chang e in 
this area warrants ~2. 
2. Individual's relationship to leader 
At opening Freddy is submissive and speaks 
to the leader in h ardly audible tones. At this 
point he is a b le to p oke at the leader playfully 
and to express his disappointment if he is not 
pleased with a club activity. He has been able 
to accept a chang e in leaders each year. The 
movement in thi s area seems to justify a rating 
of ""3· 
3. Acceptance of the h andicapped individual £z 
the group 
When the club beg an Freddy was accepted only 
bec ause it was 11hi s club." The other s teased him 
and ridiculed him. At this p oint he is accepted 
as a regular , member . The others praise him for 
his achievement s and defend him outsid e the club. 
Thi s year for the first time they have actually 
welcomed him in act_ive g ames. 
There seems to be evidenc e of marked im-
provement in this area +3. 
4. Recreational value 
When t he club began Freddy was a lonely boy 
who had never l earned to p lay. Freddy's present 
verbalizations about t h e club ind icate that he 
values t he experienc e very highly. +-4 
----r 
5. Socialization 
At op ening Freddy had re a ched a very low 
point in socialization. At this point he is se-
cure with his friends in the club and has extend-
ed his relationships into play at school. Ex-
cept for the club, however, he has no other social 
relationships and does not play freely with other 
neighborhood children. There has been slight im-
provement in h i s socialization. tl 
6. Use of abilities and developement of interests 
At the beg inning of the club Freddy functioned 
in activities as a three year old. At this point 
he wrestles, plays ball, and can produce a crude, 
but finished craft product. There has been marked 
improvement in this area. +3 
7. F amily relat i onship 
At opening Freddy's parents were rejecting 
and punishing and consistently refused to accept 
help for him. At this point they have accepted 
p s y chiatric treatment f or Freddy. This degree of 
chang e seems to justify +3. 
On this scale Freddy's rating ran g es from +l to i4. 
The mode averag e is t3. In the following cases the mode av-
erag e will be used to indicate the degree of overall chang e . 42 
It is hoped that this anchoring illustration will supply a 
frame of reference for rating a movement in the other cases 
in the study. 
E Th e Cases 
The classification of the eleven cases under study is 
based on a g e levels. 
Group I Ag es six to eight. 
Group II Ag es nine to eleven. 
Group III Ag es twelve to fifteen. 
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Group I 
This group consists of three boys who were referred to 
D. N. C. during the early part of the latency period. 
II 
It is at t h is age that children be g in to g o to school and j 
seek friendships outside the home. Teachers and friends exert I 
an important influence on the child's life outside the home. 
At this a ge they need opportunities to work off much of 
their energ ies through play. Older children and adults who 
have difficulty in social adaptation are often those who were 
not help ed to be resourceful during the latency period. At 
this age the child still needs the assurances of his parents' 
love and the acceptance of other children.43 
Case II 
David L., age six and a half when referred, 
is the second of two children. He was born in 
Polru~d and came to this country with his mother at 
the a g e of f our, two year s after his brother and 
father had arrived here. 
Mr . L. is an unskilled workman with irregular 
emp loyment. Both he and David's older brother, a g e 
ten, s p eak English. Mrs. L. spoke no English at 
the time o f referral. 
David beg an kindergarten shortly after he 
arrived in this country. He was learning English 
and was considered bright. The onset of polio-
myelit.is occurred when he was five and still in 
kinderg arten. He had not returned to school when 
the club began a year and a half later. He was 
still receiving medication at the time of referral, 
al though there were no physical defects as a result 
of t he illness. 
43 English and Pears on, op. cit., p. 144 
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From the onset of the illness until the club 
began, David had no contacts with anyone outside 
his family. Neighborhood children considered him 
"peculiar", and his older brother rejec ted him 
and objected to having to give up his play to stay 
with David. 
During early contacts with the family, a 
nei ghbor acted as interpreter. At first David made 
no response to the friendl y gestures of the woman 
leader and other boys and g irls who were invited 
to the horne by the neighbor and David 1 s brother. 
He clung to his mother who seemed content to have 
him stay at her side. 
At the third meeting there was a noticeable 
chang e in David. He had been playing with the 
other children during the week, and they now be-
gan to call him "Dave". For the first time, he 
attempted to speak English. 
The early meeting s were held in David's home, 
and his mother participated in all the activities 
as a child would. At first she had a tendency to 
do things for David, but gradually allowed him some 
indep endence as she noticed the leader encouras ing 
other children to do thing s for themselves. Mrs. 
L. looked forward to the meeting s as a regular 
social activity, and through her relationship with 
the leader, she began to speak English. 
David was only a marginal participant in the 
club. He depended on the support and encouragement 
of the leader more than the other children did. At 
times he would withdraw and appear to be daydreaming. 
When the club began the following year, David 
said he wanted "just boys" and he volunteered to 
p ick the members from among his classmates. He had 
just returned to school in the fall of the second 
year of the club. 
At this point David's brother was more inter-
ested in the club. His attitude was less critical 
now that David was beginning to speak Eng lish and 
make friends. 
David's poor adjustment at school necessitated 
two change s in schools during the first few months. 
These change s separated him in school from his 
friends in th e club and he a g ain began to feel shut 
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off from the other boys. At the same time, the club 
provided some stability for him during this period 
of change in school. 
His developrnen t continued at a slower pace than 
that of t h e other members. He became even more de-
pendent on t he leader when his father became ill, 
and his mother began to work and she was away from 
h ome part of the day. 
Vfuen the club began he had attempted to buy 
friendships; now he was more demanding of t h e others. 
His change from passivity to aggressiveness was so 
marked that the leader had to place some restriction 
on him. 
David had several traumatic experiences before the ag e 
of f ive: interm11ent in Poland, separation from his father 
and brother, and the onset of poliomyelitis. Beginning 
school in a new country might also be considered traumatic. 
The illness was short and left no physical defects. 
This seems to indicate that his · illness itself was not the 
primary cause of his emotional problem, but may have brought 
latent conflicts to the surface. 
David's passivity and overdependence seem to be re-
lated to his separation from his father. There seems to 
have been value in having a woman as club leader so that 
David could form identifications with other women and give up 
some of his dependence on his mother. 
His slowness in establishing relationships in the neigh-
borhood was partly rooted in his illness and languag e diffi-
culty, but may also have been related to his fear of his 
brother. One of th e values of the club seems to have been 
II 
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in helping to establish a more p ositive relationship between 
the two boys. 
Another value is in the fact that the club experience 
stimulated him to speak English and furthered hi s socializa-
tion. It was through the club that Mrs. L. began to learn 
English and move out of her isolation. 
There were various other factors which may have affected 
David's g roup adj ustment, such as his difficulties in school 
and his father 1 s illness which made it necessary for Mrs. L. 
to work. While t h e worker was able to help with these prob-
lems, they were, of course, beyond her control. However, the 
fact that the club was centered in the home g ave the worker 
an opportunity to unders tand the fluctuations in David's ad-
justrnent in the group. 
The writer r a tes David's imp rovement as +3. There is a 
picture of continual g rowth which suggests that evaluation at 
a later date may sh ow even greater improvement. 
Case III 
Jimmy H., a g e seven, when the club beg an, is 
the oldest of three children. He has been under 
treatment for hemophilia since birth. His progno-
sis is guarded and his activities are extremely 
restricted. 
At the time of referral, Jimmy was preoccu-
u ied wi th a fear of death and was nervous and de-
pressed . 
I He lives in a comfortable middle class home 
I ru~d his parents . attempt to make life as pleasant as 
1 p o ssible for him. L_ 
I 
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From the beginning Mrs. H. participated in all 
the club meetings, at first out of anxiety for 
Jimmy and later out of interest. After a few weeks, 
she bec mae less solicitous of Jimmy during club 
meetings an d beg an to encourag e him to do things 
for himself. The boys liked Mrs. H. and visited 
the home during meeting s. Th is streng thened 
Jimmy's relationships and helped to fill in the 
g aps between club meeting s. Mrs. H. told t h e lead-
er that while Jimmy enjoyed meeting s, h e became 
depressed when away from the boys. The leader 
helped Mr. an d Mrs. H. to provide Jimmy with ac-
tivities dur ing the week. 
At first the boys were over-protective of 
Jimmy and h e himself looked for p rivileg ed treat-
ment. He wanted only "certain" boys to come to 
meetings. 
During the second year, he emerg ed as a leader, 
sh owing ability i n reading and intellectual g ame s. 
He still t ended to be possessive of the leader and 
t he club, and it was necessary to restrain him by 
organizing systematic turns and sharing. 
In the secong year, the leader could include 
a more a ctive p ro gram &~d activities in which tools 
had to be u s ed, as Mrs. H. was less fearful of 
Ji~my hurting himself. She began to let him play 
in the neighborhood with other boys. The leader 
des cribes Jim.my as being "more boyish". 
The club was begun a year ago and is still con-
tinuing. 
Discussion: 
The seriousne ss of this illness has had its effect on 
the entire family. Fear of Ji~my 1 s death was uppermost in 
hi s parents' minds and was reflected in Jimmy's behavior. 
One o f th e major values of the club experience seems to 
hav e been in providing Jimmy with interests and activities 
that directed h i s attention away from illness and death and 
toward other people. 
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A second value of the club seems t o have been in help ing 
Mr. and Mrs. H. think in terms of recreational activities for 
Jimmy rather t h an to focus on his limitations. 
Th e writer rated the movement in this case as t-3. 
The other boy in this g roup is Freddy whose case was 
p resented earlier in this chapter. 
Summary, Group I 
In this group of children referred to D. N. C. between 
t he ag es of six and eight there were t h ree boys. Each was 
currently r eceiving treatment for a different medical problem. 
At the time of referral the general health of the first two 
cases was g ood, while the prognosis for the third was very 
poor. Non e of the boys had any cosmetic defects as a result 
of illness. 
All three boys showed anxiety about their physical con-
ditions, and were somewhat depressed. All had a sense of 
loneliness and a feeling of difference from other children. 
None had exp erienced the satisfactions of normal childhood 
associati ons. All h ad feeling s of inadequacy and were eff em-
inate and d ep endent. In each case there was a problem of 
sibling rivalry, and all three were from small families. 
The homes of all of these cases were physically adequate 
and were all in lower middle class areas. One of the boys 
was forei gn born. Both parents in all three cases were living 
in t he homes. One boy's parents were h ostile and rejecting; 
the parents of the other two were oversolicitous and anxious. 
Each club is still continuing. The first boy's club was 
begun two and a half years ago, and the oth er two clubs have 
been in existence for one year. Two clubs have met in the 
homes throughout, and the parents and siblings have been active 
participants. The other club meeting was held away from the 
home so that the hostility of the referred boy's mother would 
not be apparent to the oth er members. In every case there 
were supplementary services offered by the D. N. C.: tutoring, 
school visits, arrangements for financial help for medical ex-
penses and c amp fees, and referrals to other agencies. 
In every group the membership was very small at the 
beginning , and the members were the same age as the referred 
child. The program in each club emphasized free expression 
t h rough crafts, imaginary play, and all the activities were 
non- competitive. The leaders in the groups at first were 
women who deliberately played motherly roles. Each boy tended 
to relate to his leader as he did to his own mother. 
The writer rates the movement in e ach case as t 3. Their 
gains were in the areas of relationships with their families, 
club members and leaders. There was some recreational value 
for all three, increasing development of abilities, and a 
growing s ense of self-esteem. 
In no c a se did illness or the limitations imposed by ill-
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ness prevent participation in group activities. This seems 
to be due partly to the fact that the simple club programs 
did not demand more of the referred ind ividuals than they were 
capable of doing . 
While the movement in all three c as es was rated the same, 
it must be remembered that in two cases the chang e took place 
in one year, while in the other case, the srune amount of 
ch ang e took place slowly over a p eriod of two and a half years. 
The chief difference between this boy's development and that 
of the other two seems to be in the nature and intensity of 
his emotional problem. At this point the boy whose develop-
ment was slower is still more emotionally retarded than the 
other two. 
The group factors related to individual movement seemed 
to be the leadersh ip, membership, ag e level, meeting p lace, 
and p ro gram. The f a ct that each boy in this group was effem -
inat e and related to t h e leader as to his mother seems to 
indicate the value of a "motherly" type of leadership. The 
boy whose mother was hostile had a correc t ive type of experi-
ence with an accepting mother fi gure. The other t wo, by re-
lating closely to t he leaders, became less dependent on their 
own mothers. 
The meeting p lace of each group seemed to be a very im-
p ortant factor. Through meeting s in the home, two mothers 
could observe their children, and gradually they became less 
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convinced of their own boys' differences. The mother of the 
boy who wa s very sick actually learned through exoerience ways 
in which to entertain her son in between meetings. There is 
some indication that these boys benefited from having their 
siblings in these groups, as the problem of sib ling rivalry 
seemed to be somewhat less acute at the end of the club year . 
The fact that the third boy's club met away from home g ave 
him at least brief opportunities to escape from family ten-
sion. 
The writer feels that the fact that t h e boys were re-
ferred during early latency was fortunate. The clubs were 
able to help these children bef ore thei r f eeling s of differ-
entiat i on from othe rs and their withdrawal tendencies had be-
come fixed parts of their personali ties . In a.ddi tion, child-
ren at this ~ge level seem to accept non-competitive and less 
ag gressive a ctivities with more re adiness than older children. 
Th e s e three boys wer e not forc ed into competition with other 
ch ildren and thus not cast in a p oor light against their con-
temporar ies. Further, it may be easier for younger ch ildren 
with limitat ions or peculiarities to gain acceptance with 
oth e r s than it is for older children. 
There seem s to be speci~l value in early referrr.l, so 
I 
that) 
the child may have the benefit of group experience oefore h is 
differences become so marked that they are harder for others I 
to accept . 
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Group II 
In this group there are t h ree boys and one g irl who were 
referred t o D. N. C. between the ag es of nine and eleven. 
The needs of children in this g roup diff er only slightly 
from those of the individuals in t h e first group. The child 
in this age period still needs the presence of two parents, 
the feeling that he is loved and understood, the space and 
opportuniti e s to exercise his energ ies, and the opportunity 
to p lay with children of his own age and both sexes. 44 The 
tendency for children to seek the comp any of their own sex, 
have chQms, and f orm groups, g angs, and secret societies is 
even more p ronounced with children in this older group than 
'I 
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or differentiation from the g roup that illness or other 
it is wi t h si x to ei ght year alders. 
handicaps may bring about must be a more painful experience 
for children of thi s age, bec ause t h e difference from normal 
children becomes more pronounced. 
case IV 
Eddy Y., a g e nine when referred, is t h e y oung-
est of three children. He has been known to the 
hosp ital since t he onset of rheumatic fever at the 
a g e of five. After the first acute attack, he was 
discharg ed from the hosp ital to a convalescent home 
and was then placed in a foster hom e for two y ears. 
At the time of referral he was receiving medical 
treatment at home. His p rognosis was g uarded al-
t h ough he was allowed to attend school. 
44 English and Fearson, Op. Cit., p . 134. 
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Eddy's parents are Chinese, and the family 
lives in Chinatovm in a small, poorly furnished 
apartment above an all night restaurant. Eddy's 
father is a professional gambler, and both he 
and Mrs. Y. g amble almost every evening . 
Before the club beg an, the group worker con-
tacted three social a g encies who had known the 
family. The Chinese social worker in the nei ghbor-
hood a greed t h at Eddy mi ght benefit from the club, 
but doubted that the plan would find acceptance as 
there seems to be a reluctance on the part of the 
Chinese to form social groups and an apparent in-
diff er ence to the children's recreational needs. 
The contact between D. N. C. and t h e hosp ital and 
other social a g encies has been maintained for three 
and a half years. 
Th e gr oup work er interpreted her p lan to Eddy's 
fift een year old sister who belong ed to a g roup 
work ag ency and had enjoyed her group exp eriences 
so much, that sh e convinced Eddy and his mother to 
giv e the club a trial. 
The org anization of the club was difficult 
because Eddy had few friends, and the club idea was 
new in the neighborhood. The boys that Eddy's 
si s ter invited to join consistently "forgot to 
attend". The leader called at the homes often to 
remind them about meetings, and, whenever possible, 
she interpreted the club to the English-speaking 
parents. The school teacher wa.s helpful in stimu-
lating the boys' interests. 
During the first few months when at times no 
one appeared at Eddy's home for meetings, he showed 
no surface concern. At home he was reserved and 
nonconrnittal, but outside he related warmly to the 
leader and was responsive to all her suggestions. 
While Mrs. Y. tolerated the club, she was 
coldly indifferent. During meeting s she would stare 
at the leader in what seemed to be a hostile manner. 
She showed no outward signs of affection for her 
ehildren or her husband, and it seemed that she was 
more r ~jecting of Eddy than of his sibling s. 
The boy s never sensed that this was Eddy's Club, 
and he was accepted on the same level as every member. j ___ Edd~ -=-asn 1 t pos sessive or ove rdemandi n g o f t he leader, 
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but he was condemning of the others at times and 
would occasionally flaunt his intellectual superi-
ority. At nine years of a g e , he was able to dis-
cuss intelli gently science, labor problems, and the 
international situation. He had little ability in 
crafts, however, although he persisted in every-
thing he undertook. 
It was n o t until the twelfth meeting that Mrs. 
Y. attempted to relate to the leader in a friendly 
way. From this point on, she was very cordial, 
trying to show her hospitality by offering food and 
inviting the leader to visit often. She be ;:::an to 
speak English for the first time. There was evi-
dence of the change in her attitude toward Eddy at 
this t ime. She became a little more demonstrative 
and would help to "bundle" him up warmly before a 
club trip. During the year the children and their 
father p ainted the a p artment and called the leader's 
att en tion to every improvement they made. 
In the second year the boys attended more 
regularly. The meeting place was chang ed to the Y 
in order to direct Eddy's interests outward. At 
first the chang e tended to force Eddy to withdraw 
even more. In a more active program he was unable 
to compete with the others. The only activities 
that were satisfying to him were those in which he 
could demonstrate his intellectual superiority. 
On the whole, the group responded to the pro-
gram of t h e first year· with more interest than to 
the g ames and lively activities which the new male 
leader offered. The culture had imp osed such a 
regimented routine - that of attending both American 
and Chinese schools daily with a h igh premium on 
good marks - that the boys were unable to relax in 
play. They g ave the appearance of being reserved, 
self-sufficient "adult" children. When the ·leader 
chan g ed the emphasis to crafts, stories and trips, 
the boys were more responsive. By be ginnin6 with 
intellectual g ames, the leader was able to interest 
the group in p lay activities and by the end of the 
second year they enjoyed playing active g ames in 
the gym. By this time there were n o restrictions 
p l a ced on Eddy's physic a l activities. 
Eddy manag ed to keep up with the group more 
out of determinati on t h an out of enjoyment. He was 
well- liked by the others but always a passive fellow. 
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In the third y ear th e g roup became more inter-
ested in the other acti vities going on at the Y. 
The boys finally a ccepted the leader's p lan for 
club officers and dues, and Eddy was elected 
treasurer. 
Eddy requested to g o the D. N. c. camp at the 
end of the third season. His counselor said he made 
an ex cellent adjustment at camp and was well accepted 
even though he was the only Ch inese boy in the group. 
Th is was the first intimate contact he had made with 
boys out of his nei ghb orhood. 
When Eddy moved during the smmner, he returned 
to the nei ghborhood often to visit his club friends. 
Vfuen the family moved back to 
hood this year, Eddy contacted the 
to ask that t h e club b e continued. 
just about to be resumed when this 
the neighbor-
D. N. c. himself 
The club was 
study was made. 
During the entire three and a half years the 
D. N. C. offered supplementary services to the 
family. Medical services were arranged for Mrs. 
Y. and t h e three children, who had been sick at 
frequent intervals. Mr s. Y. had resisted medical 
care f or several years, and the group worker was 
at least able to persuade her to allow a visiting 
nurs e to come to the h ome. Transportation to 
school for Eddy's crippled brother (also a club 
member) was arrang ed by D. N. C., and the a g ency 
is now seeking a colleg e scholarship for him. Be-
cause of Eddy's p oor sch ool adjustment at fi r st, 
the g roup worker visited the school r egularly and 
was able to interest the teacher s in his problems. 
At this time Mrs. Y. and the boys have reached a 
p oint where they are ab le to take the initiative to 
request help from the agency instead of accepting 
assistance reluctantly as t hey did a t first. 
Discussion: 
The writer feels that Eddy has mad e several g ains in the 
club. The chief gains s e em to hav e been in the areas of 
family r el a tionships, recreation, socialization, and the 
development of abilities and interes ts . The writer feels that 
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the club helped to bridg e the gap between the two I 
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cultures. 
Eddy and his family have been able to move out of their re-
strictive environment through the club. It is interesting 
that other attempts to move Mrs. Y. toward accep ting medical 
care for herself and help for her children have met with re-
sist ance . Mr. and Mrs. Y. both seemed to resent the help of 
t he h ospital and the social worker , because they felt that 
acc ep ting help was an admission of failure, and, further , like 
many of the Ch inese in the community, t hey r esented "inter-
ference". The group worker entered the situation, however, 
with a recreational program. There was no attempt to work 
with "problems". It may also have been easier for the .fam-
ily to accept help when it could be seen that other .families 
were receiving the same k ind of benefits through the club. 
The common "shared" feeling which d evelops t h rough such a 
group experience seems to be one of the chief factors in help-
ing p eop le to accept t h eir probl ems . The realiz a tion that 
other people have similar difficulties tends to lessen the 
feelin g o f differentiation. 
The exploratory work done before this group beg an g ave 
the leader an understanding of the f ·amily and the community:; 
and prepared her to meet the resistance she would face. The 
acceptance of a club program seemed to be due in part to the 
leader's abilities to adapt group activities to the particular 
and somewhat unusual needs of the boys. Active games and 
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creative play which are very often successful program media 
for boys of this a g e in the usual group setting were unsuit-
able for these boys at first, not only because of Eddy's 
limitations, but also because of the cultural pattern. This 
experience indicates the importance of the g roup worker's un-
derstanding of cultural factors. 
One of the chang es that was noticed during the first year 
was the relationship between Eddy and h is parents. The lead-
er's acceptance of Eddy and her understanding of his illness 
probably helped Mrs. Y. towards acceptance of her son and 
eventually to an acceptance of her own illness. In this case, 
club meeting s at the home seem to have been a valuable means 
of relating to the family. 
~mile there were values for Eddy in moving out of his 
shel t ered environment to meeting s at the "Y", there is evi-
dence that the chan g e was threatening to him at first. The 
transition may have been too sudden, and an alternate plan 
might have been that of introducing the boys to the 11Y11 grad-
ually, beg inning with an occasional meeting out of the home 
until Eddy could feel secure in the new setting. 
The size of the club appears to hav e been a factor in 
Eddy's adjustment. There has been an averag e attendance of 
only six . This small number seemed to allow for the indi-
vidualization Eddy has needed, and in addition the writer 
feels that the very presence of a larg e number of boys might 
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have been threatening to Eddy. .The competition which often 
develops among a large group tends to have harmful physical 
and emotional effects on rheumatic fever patients.45 
Eddy's serious illness did not appear to be a determin-
ing factor in his adjustment. There seems to be some rela-
tionship between his good adjustment and the fact that he was 
able to compensate for his illness through intellectual 
achievements which satisfied some of his needs. 
This case illustrates that a service such as the D. N. c. 
may be most valuable for the individual who is not severely 
disturbed, but whose problems require more individualization 
than many of the usual group work agencies can provide. The 
writer feels that the movement in this case warrants a rating 
of +3 . 
Case V 
Billy C., age nine when referred, is a Negro 
boy who has had sickle cell anemia since the age 
of four. He has been admitted to hospitals and 
convalescent homes frequently . Although seriously 
ill at times, he is expected to be able to lead a 
fairly normal life. 
He is the eighth child in a family of nine 
children and the only boy. His father , an alcoholic, 
died when Billy was seven. The children had always 
been afraid of their father, especially when he had 
been drinking. Mrs. C. works part time, and yet 
manages to do the housework as well. She has diffi-
culty in relating to other adults, but is cooperative 
with the worker at the hospital. 
I 45 Dunbar, op. cit., p. 414 
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Billy always found it hard to relate, and at 
the clinic where he was receiving medical treatment, 
he hardly spoke to anyone. Psychiatric treatment 
was considered, but it was decided that an approach 
through a group might be more constructive. A male 
leader was suggested as most of Billy's identifica-
tions had been with feminine figures. The psychi-
atrist also hop ed that the group worker could dis-
cover whether Billy's behavior was motivated by fear 
of death. 
The boys whom Billy invited to the club came 
out of curiosity or a desire to belong to a club--
just any club at all--rather than out of a friendly 
interest in Billy, who seemed to have no friends 
whatsoever. During the first five month s each boy 
participated individually with no thought to the 
whole group and no special consideration for Billy. 
At times they were uncontrollable, and the leader, 
who was permissive at first, had to set limits. 
Part of their aggressiveness seemed to be their way 
of testing the white leader. 
Billy's small home was unsatisfactory for this 
lively group, and the meetings were shifted to a 
neighborhood community center. In the new setting 
the group became more aggressive and, as a result, 
Billy became more withdrawn. The other boys had no 
idea of the seriousness of Billy's illness and were 
unsympathetic with his failures in crafts or sports. 
The leader. attempted to give Billy special recogni-
tion for his efforts and special help in crafts or 
other projects, but individualization was difficult 
in this group. The first indication that Billy was 
beginning to feel secure in the g roup came at the 
end of the year when he challenged another boy in 
the presence of the le ader. 
By the end of the first year news of the club 
had spread, and there were crowds of boys clamoring 
to join. All these boys were older than Billy and 
were only casual acquaintances. The prestige factor 
in having a larg e and popular club made it hard for 
Billy t o say "no" to the new "applicants". Within 
the first few weeks the membership jumped from eight 
to eighteen. The new boys were using the club as a 
means of g aining entry to the gym. Billy, lost in 
the lar g e group, became irregular in attendance and 
would have dropped out except for the leader's p er-
suasions. 
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In spite of the disor ganization of the first 
year, the boys returned in the fall. This year 
Billy did attempt to par ticipate, but he was infe-
rior in skill. He was submissive to the leader al-
though he was sometimes aggr es s i ve in the group. 
He was still far from being accepted, and was con-
sidered a handicap in sp orts. When the leader de-
liberately shifted the pro gram emphasis away from 
team s p orts toward puppetry, dramatics and social 
g am e s, there was resistance from the five older boys, 
who finally dropped out when it became evident that 
this was a special kind of club and not an athletic 
activity. This chang e in emphasis was difficult to 
bring about in a comrnunity facility open to all. 
It meant denying to some boys the benefits of cer-
tain activities in order to focus on the purpose of 
the club--Billy's adjustment. 
Gradual ly the remaining thirteen boys were able 
to elect officers, play g ames in an organized way, 
and develop a more unified p rogram. The boys' chief 
interests, however, continued to be aggressive and 
comp etitive sports. Halfway through the year Billy 
had a serious operation which p revented his attend-
ing meeting s for a few weeks . When he returned, he 
was still in a conva lescent stag e and unable to 
particip ate. At meeting s he was withdr awn and pre-
occupied, and seemed t o have lost whatever ground 
he had g ained in the club before this time. The 
leader visited Billy at home during his illness and 
made an effort t o assure his continued interest and 
support. However, he did not attempt to reorient 
the program to Billy's present condition, as it 
seemed that such a chang e might convince him of his 
differences and lead to further regression. Within 
a few weeks, Billy was able to participate on the 
same level as before. 
During Billy 's absence from meeting s the leader 
made a p oint of saying that he missed him and asking 
the other members if they had seen him or talked 
with him. Billy had always been irregular in atten-
dance, and the boys were unconcerned. In fact, they 
sometimes felt that they could h ave more fun with-
out him. This time , however, he received a ·royal 
welcome wh en he returned. 
The club is continuing now in its third year. 
Billy still parti cip ates mar ginally and g i ves the 
appearance of being a little fellow compared with 
-= -· -== ===· 
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the other boys. 
DISCUSSION 
This case indicates some of the p roblems a child faces 
when his Whole life centers around his illness and when at 
the same time his contemp oraries have little idea of the 
seriousness of the illness or of its meaning for the indivi-
dual. The group mi &Lt have been more sympathetic if the ill-
ness had been one that they could recognize and under stand , 
or had been explained by the leader. 
Many of the boys whom Billy has drawn around him show 
symptoms of maladjustment. The writer sugg ests that a treat-
ment approach {group therapy) mi ght have been more construc-
tive for this g roup, as in therapy situations there is usually 
a freer flow of feelin g and an acceptance runong the members 
of the fact that each individual has a prob lem wh ich may be 
helped through the group. 
The structure of the group may have been a hindrance to 
Billy's progres s. The sudden changes in membership, the fre-
quent shifts in p rogram emphasis, and per iods of disequilib-
rium must be upsetting even to the individual who is secure 
in his social relationships. For the child with a great d eal 
of ins ecurity these situations must be traumatic. The writer 
feels that Billy needs a more p rotected and controlled en-
vironment t han this group offers him. This would necessitate 
1 a different k i n d of setting , limitation of membership, and 
L- - - -- -- ~=-==--== ---- --~ 
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removal of some of the most aggressive members. 
It may have been asking too much of Billy to expect him 
to ad just in a completely mas culine situation: a g roup with 
a mal e l eader and a dozen a ggress iv e boys and a p rogram in 
which ph y sic a l strength has at times been overemphasized by 
the group memb ers. It must be rememb e r ed that Billy had moved 
in a feminine world f or most of his life, and h is only imp or-
tant mas culine ident i fi c a tion had been wi t h h is father, whom 
he had feared . Billy might have been helped to feel more se-
cur e if the l eader during the first year had been a woman. 
Lat er, having a ccepted the club, he might be ready for a male 
leader. It is also p ossib l e that simply by nature of her 
femi n inity, a woman might a ttract a l ess a ggre ssive group of 
boys, affect the i ntr agroup relationships and tend to direct 
the group's interests t oward a p rogram that had le ss mascu-
line emphasis. 
While there have been many prob l ems, there have also 
b e en som e gains. He has attended meeting s when he has been 
well enough, so the exp erience has been of some recreational 
value f or him. He has achieved some degr ee of a cceptance, 
and has partici pa t ed at least on a marg inal level. During t h e 
t wo and a half years, the chang e has b een slow. At this point 
t h e writer r a t es the movement as fl. One of the factors in 
the slow movement is the frequent r e currenc e s o f illness 
necessitating long absences and resulting in periods of re-
gre s sion .. 
1~ =------ -=== 
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Case VI 
Betty D., age eleven when referred, is the 
older of two ch ildren. She had al way s had a mild 
form of ep ilepsy. Until Betty was eight years old 
her mother had never allowed her to p lay with other 
children. The birth of a sibling at this time made 
Mrs. D. realize how helpless and dependent Betty 
was. 
The medical social worker described both Mr. 
and Mrs. D. as neurotic. Mrs. D. felt t hat Betty's 
illness might be due to attempts at abortion before 
Betty's birth, and guilt was associated with this 
fear. 
Both Betty and her mother were responsive to 
the group worker's sug gestion of the club, and Betty 
took the initiative to invite some of her classmates 
to join. 
Betty was an anxious child who would give up 
club projects and turn to t he leader for help or 
wander off from the group rather than compete. The 
club met in her home, and she was constantly on the 
watch for her mother's reactions to the girls' be-
havior. 
The idea of taking resp onsibility, such as 
cleaning up after a meeting, was new to Betty and 
hard for her to accept. The girls were tolerant 
of her at first, but would sometimes criticize her 
for not doing 11her sh~re". 
A club trip was Betty's first experience away 
from home without her mother. She told the leader 
afterwards t h at she had been 11 scared 11 at first, but 
that it turned out to be the best time she had ever 
had. Mrs. D. was pleased with the club and allowed 
Betty to go weekend c amp ing in the summer, three 
months after the club had begun. During t hes e three 
days away from home, the girls' rejection of Betty 
was noticed. She was considered 11 too babyish" to 
be included in the group. The leader learned later 
that Mrs. D. had p aid one of the members to take 
c are of Betty during the trip. Mrs. D. told the 
leader she had deliberately chosen one of the most 
unpopular girls, feeling that this girl would wel-
come Betty's companionship more than the others. 
The knowledge of "V~ihat Mrs. D. had done antagonized 
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the g roup and led them to r eject Betty even more. 
The conflict between Betty and t h e rest of the 
club con tinu ed unt il meetings were resumed in the 
f all. 
I n t h e second ye ar Mrs. D. continued to inter-
fere with club activiti es and attempted to comp ete 
with t h e leader by punishing t h e g irls, postponing 
meeting s, and making sudden ch ang es in club plans. 
Wh en t h ere was conflict in the group, she entered 
in as a member to take sides with Betty. To make 
u p fo r her punishing a ttitude she would offer to 
run parti e s and special events, and was unable to 
underst and why the g roup didn't respond to her 
sug g estions. 
Th e leader wa s able to put a hal t to some of 
Mrs. D's elaborate pl ans by interpreting the girls' 
needs to plan ~~eir own activities. She was also 
able to relieve so me o f Mrs. D's ~~xiety b y indi-
cating that much of t h e g irls' beha vior was normal. 
At times Mrs. D's inter ference threatened to 
break u p the club, but the desire for a club was so 
grea t that t h e g irls cont i nu ed to attend meeting s 
fairly regularly. 
Because Mrs. D. wa s so eas i l y upse t by the 
g irls' behavior, she a greed to the plan of meeting s 
a way from h er home. Th e leader hoped Betty. would 
be h elped to be more indep endent in another setting . 
However, the meeting s in t h e school buildin g seemed 
t o increa se t h e group's rejection of Betty. In the 
new setting t h ere was a re-orientation of the pro -
g r am away from craf ts, dramat ics, and quieter activ-
iti·e s toward sports and more active -g ames. Betty, 
unab le to comp ete in this p rogram, finally decided 
to drop out, but the leader was able to persuade 
her to return. 
As the whole g roup was unable to accept resp on-
sibility for meeting in a public building and were 
c areless in their use o f equipment, it was decided 
after only a few weeks to return to Betty's home for 
mee ting s. At thi s time Mrs. D. said she had allowed 
h erself to become too easily upset b y the g irls and 
sh e would now try to be more tolerant. She felt 
that t h e club was benefitting Betty in many ways; 
t h at Betty was more poised and self-confident, and 
was beg inning t o make a few friends. Mrs. D. 
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noticed, however, that Betty was much less mature 
than the other members of her age. 
The club was terminated at the end of the sec-
ond year as Mrs. D. felt that Betty would be able 
to establish friendships on her own from this point 
on. Betty had had no epileptic attacks since the 
club began. 
DISCUSSION 
This case indicates the group worker's difficulty in 
working with a child whose emotional problems are severe. 
Betty and her mother apparently needed more intensive treat-
ment than the D. N. C. can provide. 
One of the leader's problems was that of finding a satis-
factory meeting place. Betty's mother's presence at meetings 
was threatening to the whole group, and away from home Betty 
was anxious and fearful . Vfuile the home was unsatisfactory 
as a meeting place, the school setting did not provide the 
support and control Betty needed. Rotating meeting s . among the 
homes of all the members might have provided the protection 
Betty needed, and at the same time they might have helped her 
move toward emancipation. 
In sp ite of the p roblems in this group, there were some 
g ains. Betty's verbalizations about the fun she had at mee t-
ing s indicated that the club was of recreational value f or her. 
Betty's motl1er 1 s desire for acceptance in the neighbor-
hood had been previously unfulfilled, as the Wo.ole family had 
been isolated. Through the club she g ained some status as 
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other mothers praised her for her hospitality. 
The fact that Betty's mother herself could say that the 
behavior o f the g irls didn't discourage her so much as it used 
to seems to point out that she had gained some understanding 
of the children's behavior. 
Betty 's z ains were chiefly in beg inning to emancip ate 
from her mother at least to the extent that she could g o away 
from home for a weekend. At closing, however, she was still 
a very d ependent , immature g irl. The writer rates the move-
ment in this ca se as tl. 
Case VII 
Warren B., age ten when referred, had been under 
hospital treatment since babyhood, first for osteomye-
liti s and later for rheumatic fever. Though cared 
for at home, he had been a bed patient for two years. 
The D. N. C. accepted the referral knowing that his 
p rognosis fo r life was very poor. 
In spite of tiis s erious illness, Warren had a 
cheerful attitude. The relationships among the par-
ents and the nine children were characterized by 
mutual affection. Warren was never considered a bur-
den to the family, and he had received adequate care 
in spite of an overcrowded h ome and financial prob-
lems. 
Even though Warren had been isolated from children 
in the neighborhood, there was no problem in finding 
prospect ive members in the crowde d district where 
the family was well liked. Mrs. B. welcomed the idea 
of a club, and a few more children in her over-
crowded apartment never seemed to upset her. 
The boys in the club sensed that this was "Warren's 
Club" and tended to be oversolicitous, although Warren 
never made any demands · on them. He took special 
delight in sharing his belongings wi t h the others. 
I' 
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The leader centered the progrrun around the 
hobbies and interests which Warren had developed 
during his illness, and he enjoyed being able to 
show his movies to the club and help the leader 
"teach" the boys how to do crafts. The meetings 
were always very short and were focused on quieter 
activities so that Warren would not be overtired. 
Warren's whole family became involved in the 
club and during the week his brothers helped him 
finish craft projects and played games with him that 
he had learned at club. They welcomed the leader's 
suggestions of activities that would interest 
Warren during the week. Craft supplies, pictures, 
magazines, and gam es for him were provided by D. N. C. 
Th e club continued from fall until Spring, until 
Warren became too ill to participate. The members 
continued to visit him and send cards, and a volun-
teer from D. N. c. visited weekly until Warren's 
death in the sn&mer. 
Mrs. D. told the worker from D. N. C. t h at the 
club had meant more to Warren than anything else he 
had ever done and that the boys were a "comfort" 
to her during the last stages of Warren's illness. 
DISCUSSION 
The writer finds it difficult to compare this club with 
others in the study as the objectives in this group were 
different. 
There seems to be no doubt that one of the chief values 
of the club was that it g ave Warren .the maximum opportunities 
for normal association within his limitations. For the first 
time in his life he was "one of the boys". Another value was 
that it helped the family to afford Warren satisfaction of 
some of his needs. 
This cas e seems to ind icate that the severity of the 
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illness if not the sole determining factor in the individual's 
adjustment. The fact that Warren had accepted his illness 
and the ad ditional fact that his family had a positive atti-
tude toward him and his illness seemed to be related to his 
good adjustment. Warren's friendly disposition and his abil-
ity to compensate for his illness through developing skills 
and hobbies also s eemed to be r elated to his adjustment and 
to the fact that the group accepted him and were able to fore-
g o a more active program in favor of activities in whi ch he 
could participate. 
The writer rates the movement in this case as t2. This 
does not mean that Warren did not adjust to the group as well 
as several of the others in the study. Actually he was better 
adjusted at closing than Freddy, the anchor case. Th e rating 
+2 indicates that there was not a great deal of movement. 
This is due not only to the difference in objectives for 
Warren and his club, but also to the fact that his status at 
opening was high , and some of the goals were reached without 
a g reat amount of movement. The fact that the rating is only 
t 2 does not indicate that the club was not of g rea t value for 
Warren . Actually the club was very valuabl e in h elping Warren 
and his family maintain their level of adjustment. The writer 
feels that the club was a supportive measure for this boy and 
his family. 
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SUMMARY , GROUP II 
In this group of cases referred to the D. N. C. between 
the a ges of nine and eleven, there were three boys and one 
girl. Each had been receiving medical treatment for at least 
five years . The medi cal diagnosis for each one was different. 
All were referred by the social s ervice departments in the 
ho spitals where they were being tr e ated. The onset of each 
patient's illness had occurred within the first five years of 
life. All but one had been hospitalized. At the time of re-
ferral the p rognosis for two patients wer e g ood, for one pa-
tient fair, and for the fourth very poor. Only one pat ient 
had a c osmetic defect . One pa t ient's physical activities were 
highly restricted, and mild physical restrictions had been 
pl aced on two others. 
Thr ee patients lived in crowded, low income areas, and 
one lived in comfortable, middle class surroundings. One boy 
was of Chinese parentag e, one was Americ an Negro, and t wo were 
white and of American-born parents. One boy's home was broken 
by his f a ther's death. Two of the pat ients were of fami lies 
with more t h an eight children, and two were from small families 
In these cas es t h ere were other factors besides illness 
which affected the children 1 s normal development. There were 
factors such as adverse parental attitudes, separation from 
home, and death of a parent. 
The writer rated the mo vement in two cases as fl, in one 
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case as f2, and in the fourth case as t3. 
In this group of cases the severity and length of the 
illness, and hospitalization did not seem to be the chief fac-
tors in determining movement or adjustment. In one case, how-
ever, frequent recurring attacks caused periods of retrogres-
sion in the individual's development in the group. 
Factors which seemed related to each individual's ability 
to adjust were his attitudes toward his illness and the degree 
to which he felt his illness handicapped him. Also important 
were the attitudes of the parents and siblings toward the 
child and h is illness. 
The personality of each patient was anoth er factor re-
lated to his adjustment. The two children who had positive 
contributions to make to the group - skills or interests -
g ained status more quickly than the other two. 
Two clubs are still in existence and were begun more than 
two years a g o. The other two clubs were terminated after about 
one year. 
As in the first g roup of cases the important factors in 
each group which affected individual development were the 
leadership, structure, meeting place, and program. 
In two groups the leaders throughout were women, and in 
one group the leaders every year were men. In the fourth 
group the leader during t h e first year was a woman, and in the 
following years a man. Th e writer feels that furti1er study is 
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needed to determine the affect which the sex of the leader 
has on boys who have had long illnesses and as a result have 
been shut off from normal associations . 
The meeting p lace was an important factor in every situ-
ation. In the initial stag es all clubs met in the .patients' 
homes, but in three cases the setting was chang ed to a school 
or community center within a ye ar. Moving out of the p rotected 
environment of the home p roved threatening to all three indi-
viduals. While the home setting was not satisfactory in every 
instance, all f our individuals seemed to need to move in a 
controlled environment , at least during the early stag6 s of 
their club experiences. The value of the home as a meeting 
p lace seemed to depend on t h e relationship of the child with 
his family. 
In each club there was an emphasis on non-competitive 
activities at least in t h e initial periods. When the clubs 
moved out of the protection of the children's homes, the pro-
grams seemed to become oriented to active g ames and competitive 
activities. These changes seemed to have some a dverse effects 
on the referred individuals. 
The size of each club also seemed to be an important fac-
tor. In one case the large number of members apparently 
limited the degree to which the leader could meet the needs of 
the referred child. 
The degree of homogeneity in the group seemed to be re-
lated to individual development. In one club where sever a l o f 
the members were older than the handicapped boy, the p rogram 
appeared to be g eared more to the needs of the older and more 
active members than to the limitations and abilities of the 
referred child. When there were ma.rked differences in int er -
ests, abilities, and maturity between the level of the group 
and that of the child with limitations due to illness, there 
seemed to be a tendency for the group to reject the handi-
c apped individual. It was noticed that the children at this 
a g e level seemed to be more aware of the differences and 
l i mitations of the referred children than were the children 
in the first group studied. This sensitivity to individual 
differences seemed related to the tendency of some groups to 
reject some of t h e members. The writer also discovered that 
the children at this a g e tended to be more sympathetic with 
t h e r eferred child and his limitations when they could under-
stand t h e illnesses and its meaning for the child. When the 
illness resulted in no obvious physical defects dr limitations, 
the g roup seemed to be less sympathetic. 
Movement in t h ese four cases was relative to t h e indi-
vidual's level of adjustment. In one instance the specific 
g oals for the referred child were reached without a great 
amount of change (+2) In another case more mov ement and a 
long er period of time were necessary to reach objectives.(+3) 
In two cases very little movement took place (tl), and very 
f e w of the goals were met. 
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GROUP III 
These four boys were referred to the D. N. C. between 
twelve and fifteen years of a ge or early adolescence. This 
period is marked by a rapi d physical growth and change . Ado-
lescence is often called the "awkward ag e". This awkwardness 
is partly due to the physical chang e itself and the need for 
young people to get used to the change, and partly due to 
self-consciousness or anxiety that is caused by sudden change . 
Puberty and the appearance of secondary sex characteristics 
create psychological as well as physical changes . There is 
an awakened interest in the opposite sex, impulsiveness, am-
bivalence, and a partial revival of the oedipal situation. 
During the transitional period from childhood to adulthood, 
boys and girls do not know whether they are children or ado-
lescents, they sometimes behave childishly, and at other times 
in a mature way. Their behavior is confusing to themselves 
and often to their p arents and teachers.46 
During adolescence the individual is expected to make many 
new adjustments to his family, the opposite sex, the school, 
and the world in which he finds himself. He is expected to 
achieve a greater degree of independence than ever before in 
his life. 47 Illness may create a special problem for the 
46 English and Pearson, Op. Cit., pp. 270-278 
47 Ibid., pp. 278-279 
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adolescent in his struggle for emancipation, because it may 
involve regression, prolonged dependence, and necessary changes 
in educational or vocational plans . 
CASE VIII 
Buddy B., a g e fifteen When the club beg an, is 
t h e youngest of seven children. He was first seen 
at the hospital at the a g e of eight when a diagno-
sis of cong enital cataracts was made . During the 
next four years he underwent tl~ee eye operations. 
At t h e time of referral he was partially blind. 
Buddy has a limited use of his left hand, and he 
drags his leg slightly. These defects resulted from 
an att ack of spastic hemople gia which occurred when 
he was very young . 
Buddy and an older brother were the only 
children living at home at the time of referral. 
Mr. and Mrs . B. are Italian-born and speak little 
English. There home is kept in good repair, and 
the parents are able to provide for their family 
adequately; but they have a limited understanding 
of Buddy's emotional needs. 
In early grades Buddy ' s school adjustment was 
average, but as his vision became more defective, 
school work became difficult for him. By the time 
he reached junior hi gh school, his behavior in 
classes became uncontrollable, and he beg an tru-
anting. He re s isted his teachers' efforts to pro-
vide special help for him. He was acquiring a 
poor reputation because of his obscene language 
and his intimace with a g irl of low mentality and 
qu estionable standards of behavior. 
At the hospita l he related well to the soc i al 
worker and was beginning to achieve some self-
confidence. However, after the worker's visit t o 
the home, Buddy resisted further case work help, 
as he felt that the worker had identified herself 
with his parents with whom he was in conflict. 
At this t i me Buddy was referred to D. N. c. 
It was hoped that the club would offer him more 
desirable associations and outlets, and at the 
same time be of supportive value in his struggle 
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for emancip a~1on . It was felt that Buddy should 
be helped to accept case work treatment later in 
a new setting. 
Buddy responded to the c as e worker's plan for 
the club , and interested four other boys to attend 
the first meeting . The enrollment of the club 
quickly increased to thirteen, and her e a limit 
was set by the leader. In the group there were 
five boys with mild physical handi caps and several 
with poor school adjustment. All accepted the club 
program eag erly as the neighborhood is isolated from 
the rest of the city and devoid of recreational 
opp ortunities. 
Buddy was aware that the club was formed for 
him, and he enjoyed hi s position, and sometimes ex-
p loited it by making arbitrary decis ions and criti-
cizing the others. The other boys treated him with 
deference although they had excluded him from their 
activitie s before the club- began because of his in-
ability to participate in sp orts. 
When the org anization of the club developed, 
and the other boys beg an to realize that Buddy was 
not the single authority in the gr oup, they no 
long er looked at him as the key f i gure. They 
questioned his decisions and suggested activities 
in which they knew he could not participate. 
During the first four months Buddy was so 
threatened by this new attitude in the g roup that 
he attempted to dissolve the group by telling the 
boys the leader wa s not coming any more because of 
their behavior. Wnen the group learned that the 
lead er had no intent i on of leaving them, they were 
even more rejecting of Buddy, who now reacted by 
withdrawing at times. While he threatened to "qui tn 
sev eral times, h e continued to attend meeting s 
r egul arly . 
The l e ader g ave Buddy a gre a t deal of support 
during this period b y p rai s ing him for every effort 
he ma de to p articipate. By the mi ddle of the year 
the fact t h at group bec ame less rejecting wa s evi-
denced by his election a s treasur ~r. He h ad been 
r e commended to this post by the leader, and this 
seemed to hav e been an important factor in the 
gr oup ' s d ecision. At this time Buddy became less 
posses s ive of the leader; h e could relinqui sh his 
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special seat next to the leader and was less criti-
cal of the other boys' behavior. 
Progranmrlng in the group was difficult because 
Buddy's handicaps limited his ability in crafts and 
sports, which were the activities which had most 
appeal for the others. For this reason the leader 
arran g ed for frequent club trips to factories, air-
ports, historical spots, and camp sites. These were 
satisfying to all the boys and were particularly 
valuable bec ause they tended to widen their interests. 
In the trips, social g ames, and discussion, Buddy 
was able to particip ate on the same level. Although 
he attempted to join in other activities, he never 
coul d participate more than marginally. However, he 
did g et some satisfa ctions from his position of team 
manag er and referee. 
Buddy developed an interest in camping activi-
ties, and hikes and cookouts were not tb.reatening 
to him. At the end of one hike he said to the 
leader "I never thought I'd be able to make this 
one, but I did. 11 
His feelings of inferiority were reflected in 
his social relationships with g irls who he said were 
all "whores." After a D. N. C. p arty he rushed up 
to the leader and said, "Wow, a g irl real l y asked 
me to dance. 11 
Buddy dropped out of school during the year 
and constantly talked about his desire to find a 
job so he would not have to depend on his p arents 
for support. However, he resisted the leader's 
attempts to discuss job possibilities with him and 
at the end of the year he was still unemployed. 
The club continued to have regular meetings in 
a public school all year. The club was terminated 
at t he end of the year partly because Buddy's mother 
felt that he should be employed, and partly because 
it was felt that the boys had reached an age level 
at which they could find other satisfactions. 
DISCUSSION 
The writer feels that Buddy made some gains in the group. 
At opening his status in the group was based only on the 
boy's a wareness that this was his club. At closing he was 
accepted as an individual with limitations, but also with some 
positive contributions. This chang e seems to be related to 
the leader's acceptance of Buddy. Status as a regular member 
helped Buddy toward an acceptance of himself. 
However, Buddy was not able to reach a point where he 
could allow the leader to give help on an individual basis. 
Without the streng th of the group he was still insecure with 
adults. This seems to be d irectly related to his conflict 
with his parents which is partly due to his struggle for eman-
cipation. Buddy g ave the picture of adolescent rebellion and 
conflict between dependence and independence. His problems 
seem to have been intensified by the fac t that his Italian-
born parents h ave little understanding of Buddy's needs. 
There were some g ains in Buddy's use of his abilities. 
The leader's support and reassurance and the emphasis on non-
competitive activities in the program g ave Buddy more self-
confidence than he had shown before the club began. 
The leader was unable to help Buddy in relation to his 
school adjustment and vocational p l ans. This a g ain seems to be 
due to Buddy ' s difficulty in relating on an individual basis. 
In addition Buddy's problem of finding employment was unique as 
the other boys were still in school. This made it difficult 
to mru{e a g roup approach to vocational counselling. 
In the area of family relationships there were no apparent 1 
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chang es. This was due in part to the fact that the leader was 
unable to communicate with Buddy's non-English speaking pa~-
ents and also to Buddy's conflict with his mother. 
The writer feels that Buddy's difficulties have been due 
partly to the fact that his cosmetic defects actually have 
limited his ability to function on the same level as oth er 
children his a g e. His failure s in school and in his attempts 
at emancipation seem to have intensified his feeling of in-
adequacy. 
The writer feels that another factor in his adjustment 
has been t h e nature o f his identifications with adults and 
particularly with his parents . 
Buddy's a g e at referral seems to be closely related to 
his p roblems in the group. 
The child ~LO has already s hown serious incapacities 
in ad justment--- --will be liable to suffer an in-
crease in symptoms during adolescence. The child 
who has no t made an adequate solution during the 
latency period cannot be expect ed to make a more 
adequate solution during adolescence.48 
Another factor in relation to Buddy's difficulties in the 
group is the fact that there is a tendency for adolescent boys 
to form teams and enter comp etitive p rograms, thus isolating 
even further the handicapped individual. However, t h ere seems 
to be some relationship between Buddy 's ability to partly 
overcome his feeling s of inadequac :tu the group and the 
48 Eng lish and Pe arson, op . cit., p. 292 
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leader's use of programs such as trips, social g ames, and 
discussions. 
The writer rates the movement in this case as ~2. 
CASE IX 
Paul L . was referred to D. N. C. at the a g e of 
thirteen after a four month seig e of rheumatic fever. 
He had had no previous serious illnesses. At the 
time of referral he had returned to school although 
his physical activities had been restricted. The 
purpose of the club was to support him during con-
valescence so that he could maintain his associations 
with other children. 
Both parents are young and understanding of 
Paul's needs, and the home is adequate. Mr. and 
Mrs. L. participated in some activities and both 
were liked by the group. 
Most of the boys in the group were Paul's class-
mates and close friends. Paul's younger brother 
was accepted on the same basis as the other members 
in s p ite of three years difference in age. 
During the first half of the year the club met 
at Paul's home and the program centered around crafts 
and quiet activities. As Paul's health improved, he 
was allowed to take part in more strenuous activities. 
At the beginning , Paul tended to be dependent 
on his mother and the leader for help in craft work; 
but after three meetings he had g ained enough self-
confidence to work on his own. He was elected pres-
ident early in the year and maintained his position 
of leadership all during the season. This acceptance 
was based on the group's recognition of his ability 
and initiative. His adjustment outside the club 
was excellent, and he continued to be outstanding in 
school. He was able to participate in a full camp 
program during the sun~er. The club was terminated 
at the end of the year because Paul was well enough 
to join in the regular neighborhood activities. 
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DISCUSSION 
Here is a case where . there is very little movement, even 
though Paul's adjustment in the group was excellent. At open-
ing he presented t h e picture of a well-adjusted boy whose ill-
ness had resulted in a brief period of dependence and re-
gression. One of the chief factors in his adjustment seems 
to be the fact that his illness was brief and the attack mild. 
Before his illness he had made a good adjustment in school 
and in his social relationships. The brief illness had not 
isolated him from his family and friends for more than a few 
months and therefore readjustment was not difficult. 
The fact that his parents did not become oversolicitous 
and cause Paul to be overanxious and demanding seems to be re-
lated to the brevity of the illness. 
Another factor in Paul's excellent adjustment seems to be 
the p ositive frunily relationships. Paul's confidence in him-
self indicates that he had the security of his parents' love 
and understanding. 
One of the club's chief values for Paul seems to have been 
the support h e received from it. He was able to continue to 
develop his associations and abilities in a protected environ-
ment and there was no risk to his health. The fact that the 
program was one in which he could participate fully may have 
prevented feelings of failure that might have developed if the 
activities had been comp etitive and physically strenuous. 
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The writer rates the movement in this case as t l. This 
should by no means imply that the goals for the club were not 
reached. Rather, it should indicate that, in this case, the 
goals were arrived at with relatively little chang e in Paul. 
Movement and chang e were not the ultimate objectives for Paul. 
Inst ead the goal was to provide supp ort and help him to con-
tinue to function on his present level of adjustment. 
CASE X 
Jackie B., ag e thirteen when referred, had 
been hospitalized since the onset of rheumatic fever 
at nine years of age. At the time of referral he 
was a bed patient at home, and was allowed out of 
bed for one hour a day. 
Jackie is the oldest of five children. There 
is a p ositive relationship between the parents and 
children, and the physical conditions of the home 
are excellent. 
The six boys who were invited to join the club 
by Jackie and his mother were Jackie's a g e and lived 
in the same housing project. 
Jackie was unanimously elect ed president of 
"his club" at the first meeting . There were only 
ei ght meeting s during the first season as the club 
was org anized in late spring. Six of those meeting s 
were d evoted almost entirely to making airplane 
models, Jackie's hobby. While his skill in model 
plane craft g ave him prestig e for a time and stimu-
lated some group interest, the other boys were bored 
and restless at times and cooperated only out of 
sympathy for Jackie. 
Jackie carried his interest in model planes in-
to the second year even though the others showed no 
interest at all. The new leader suggested new pro-
gram possibilities, but Jackie resisted every sugges-
tion except crafts, in which he could excel. This 
year, h owever, he showed a willingness to work with 
the gr oup and h elp t he oth ers instead of working by 
I 
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himself as he had done at first. 
The fact t h at J a ckie was not elected president 
for the second year was one of t h e indications that 
he was not considered the key figure. He continued 
to feel that it was "his club", was overdemanding 
and possessive of equipment. By the middle of the 
year the group openly rejected Jackie and beg an to 
choose activities in which they knew he could not 
p articipate . 
The leader attempted to focus on Jackie's need s 
and interests by offering "compromise" activities 
such as dramatics~ magic, science, and trip s. In 
every activity Jackie struggled to excel and would 
use illeg al methods to win g ames and contests . This 
aroused more criticism from the group. 
Jackie continued to be very dependent on his 
mother, who tended to be ov ersolicitous and to take 
hi s s hare of responsibility for p lann.ing or cleanup 
after meetings. Vm en she began to take the same 
kind of responsibility for the Whole group, the 
leader discussed this with her in order to indicate 
the value for the boys in planning and carrying out 
their own program. Both parents had a tendency to 
enter into conflict situations within the group and 
seemed over-anxious about quarrels with oth er 
children. 1Jiihen they brought t h e children's con-
flicts to the attention of the le ader, he indicated 
that he felt such beha vior was normal. 
Because of Mrs. B. ' s pregnancy , meeting s were 
shifted to the recreation center in the housing pro-
ject. The larg e club room stimulated the group's 
interest in atheletics, and Jackie insisted on par-
ticipating. The boys resisted the leader's attempts 
to shift t h e program toward less strenuous activi-
ties, and it finally became necessary to discuss 
Jack ie's limitations with the whole group, at which 
point the boys a gre ed to return to Jackie's home 
for meetings. For the rest of the year the only 
activities which appealed to all the members were 
trips. By spring time interest in the club waned. 
However, when the club terminated, Jackie had a 
friendly relat i onship with most of the members and 
was well enough to p lay with them _in the park. 
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DISCUSSI ON 
In s p ite of Jackie's probla~s, the ~riter feels that he 
made some pro gress. His p rolong ed illness and separation from 
his family and normal associations had isolated him for so 
long that adap tation to a new social situation was difficult. 
His strong need to excel seems to indicate that his social 
retardat i on was due p artly to the thwarting of his drives for 
recognition. In addition, his illness seemed to have turned 
his interests inward, tend ing to make him s elf-centered. At 
the time of ref erral Jackie was faced not only with the p rob-
l em s of adol escence, but with the additional difficulties 
which tl1 e situation of h is illness created. 
Nev ertheless, there were some gains. He was able finally 
to extend h is i n terests beyond the craft activitie s in V~ih ich 
h e h ad been absorb e d for f our years. Th e club p rograrn helped 
him to r el a te h is interes t s in crafts to others, and although 
he was not accep ted in every area, the group g ave h im recog -
nition f or h is ability in crafts. 
Th e exp erience of the club meeting in the home g ave his 
parent s an opp ortunity to get some insi ght into adolescent 
behavior. Mrs. B. b e c am e less anxious about Jackie. His grow-
ing i n dependence seems t o be r e lated to the sup port he re-
cei ved f rom t h e le ader. 
Even t hough t h e club met at the home, the writer feels 
that t h is e xp er ienc e was l e ss p rotective than the hosp ital and 
may have created anxiety for Jackie. The presence of his sib-
ling s and other boys who were more normal than he must h ave 
been threatening at first . The chan g e in meeting p lace seemed 
to increase his anxiety and fear of failure. The writer feels 
tha t he was not ready to move out to a less controlled en-
vironment at that time. 
The leader's chief problem throughout was that of pro-
viding successful media for the whole group. This difficulty 
seems to be related to the a g e level of the members. When 
there is a wide gap between the level of development of the 
referred individual and that of the rest of the group--that is, 
when one child is much less mature in his interests and abil-
ities,--there seems to be a tendency for the group to reject 
the handicapped individual. The writer feels that the move-
ment here can be rated as t2. 
CASE XI 
Bobby J., age twelve when referred, had his 
first attack of rheumatic fever at the a g e of seven. 
He was in the hosp ital for three years and in a con-
valescent home for t h e two years following. When 
the club beg an, he was restricted to bed rest for 
most of the day. 
He was discontented with this situation and 
showed no interes t in hobbies or in the work pro-
vided by his home teacher. He was usually quiet 
and withdrawn, but frequently aggressive with his 
two sibling s. He is the second of two children. 
His parents were able to provide for him adequately, 
but were confused by his behavior. 
The leader visited the home several times to 
discuss the p lan with Bobby's mother and to alleviate 
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some of Bobby's fears about forming a club. Both 
Mrs. J . and Bobby were doubtful about t h e p ossibil-
ity of finding interested members as Bobby had no 
friends in the n eighborhood. Mr. J . finally per-
suaded Bobby to give the club a tri e:ll. Bobby told 
the leader he wanted only 11 g ood 11 boys to belong . 
The members were all friends of Bobby's older 
brother, and it was evid ent t h ey had all joined at 
Mr . J. 1 s request. Th ey were all at least t wo year's 
old er than Bobby. 
The craf t program which the leader introduced 
was b oring to t h e boys, wh o were more interested in 
discussing girls, sp orts, and school activities. 
Bobby was lef t out in a ll these discussions. Al-
though the pro gram was f ocused on him, he was unable 
to participate on a group basis. 
Out of deference to Bobby t h e group elected 
him presi d ent at the first meeting . However, by 
Christmas time their rejection of him and his club 
was s o open that they d ecided to drop out. 
At this time the club was reorg anized, and the 
new members were drawn in by a teacher in a local 
school. The new members were Bobby's a g e and were 
eag er for a club. They all responded to the p ro-
gr am of crafts, dramatics, mu s ic, and stories. 
Bobby became a p articipating member. He achieved 
a s pecial status as h is record collection and his 
knowledge of music became a feature part of the 
p rogram. When hi s h ealth p ermitt ed it, Bobby was 
i n cluded in club trip s, and t hey p roved to be among 
the major events in his life. 
Bobby was readmitted to the hospital during 
the summer of the first club year, and his progno-
sis was guarded. The medical social worker told 
the leader that Bobby said he had enjoyed the club 
because he didn't feel left out any more. 
DISCUSS ION 
Actually Bobby belong ed to t wo group s during t h e y ear. 
During t he first part of the y ear there was almost no upward 
movement. From the mi ddl e o f the year on, however, Bobby 
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began to make gains. The writer feels the movement in Bobby's 
case can b e rated as +2. 
At the half way point Bobby's status in the g roup had 
dropped from the p residency which had meant presti g e to him 
to comp lete rejection. This decreased his sense of self es-
teem a_r1d his ability to develop whatever abilities he had at 
! the beginning. At this point the only positive factor in the 
situation was his relationship with the leader who supported 
him with reassurance and confidence. This relationship and 
the fact that Bobby had enjoyed some of the club activities 
seemed to be the only motivating factors in his willingness to 
1 try a g ain. 
VV'hile the structure of the club seems to have been one of 
the chief stumbling blocks to Bobby's progress, his problems 
related to his illness seem to h ave been of e qual importance • 
. His anxiety and fear of failure may have been prec ipitating 
factors in his failure. It s e ems likely that his mother's 
doubts about the possibility of success and his brother's re-
jection of h im in the club also affected Bobby's adjustment. 
His long period of illness created a situation of de-
pendency and a pattern of isolationism which made adjustment 
difficult. During illness he had a special position in the 
family, and could have his wants gratified as a small child 
! mi ght. At home again he apparently found himself in compe-
l titian with his baby sister. This competition with his 
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sibling s for h is parent's love must have been an experience 
similar to that in which he found himself in the rsroup. The 
unconditional acceptance of the leader in a situation such as 
this may help the individual to work through his ambivalent 
feeling s in the g roup. 
At closing Bob by seems to p resent a picture of an indi-
vidual with fairly adequate eg o strengths which had been 
threatened temporarily by his problems of adjusting t o his 
illness and to the sudden realiz at ion that he h ad re a ched 
adolescence. 
S1JMMARY, GROUP III 
There were four boys in this group referred to the D. 
N. C. between the a g es of twelve and fifteen~ All four were 
referred by t h e social service dep artments in the h ospitals 
where they were receiving treatment. All but one had been 
limited by illness for at least five years , and all but one 
had been h ospitalized. Only one pati ent had a cosmetic de-
feet. The phys ical a ctivities of all four patients had been 
limited because of illne ss. 
One boy was of Italian-born parents, and the parents of 
t h e other three were American. Two patients were from fami-
lies of five or more children, and two were f rom families of 
three children. All came from homes that were physically 
adequate. 
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Three of the boys presented emotional problems at the 
time of referral: feeling s of inadequacy and isolation, fear 
of f ailure, and fear of comp etition with other children. The 
two boys who had been separated from home for more than five 
years were overdependent and effeminate. 
Among the factors which seemed related to each individual 
adjustment was the age of onset of the illness, its length and 
severity, the length of hospital care, and the actual physical 
limitations or defects. These factors seemed to be more 
important in this group of cases than in the other t wo. The 
: leng t h of time during which these individuals had been shut 
off fr om other children seemed to be closely related to their 
adjustment at th e time of referral . The p atient's attitude 
toward his illness was also an important fact or in his de-
velopment . Parental attitudes toward the child and his ill-
ness were reflected in every situation. 
As in t h e other cases studied, the i mportant factors in 
' each group which affected individual adjustment were the 
leadership, structure , meeting place, and progrBm. In three 
cas es the clubs met in the homes of the pat ients during the 
early mee ting s. In the fourth case, an older boy, meetings 
, away from the h ome a llowed freedom from parental restrictions. 
In one case wh en t he club setting was changed from the h ome 
to the c ommunity , the change proved threatening to the in-
dividual's development. 
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The leaders in all four cases were men. This seems to 
be due to the fact that the a g ency felt it wiser to have the 
lea.der of an adolescent group be of the same sex Ets the mem-
bers. 
The restrictions and physical limitations of all patients 
were such ~hat the activitie s of each club had to be limited 
in the areas of physical activities. The tendency of adoles-
cent boys toward team sports and aggressive activities gradu-
ally re-oriented the program. Only one boy was well enough 
to a ccept the change. The other boys, although not completely 
physically limited in this area of the program, were so 
threatened by t h e competition in such activities that they re-
acted at times by withdrawal, at other times by open criti-
cism, and finally by ignoring their limitations and attempting 
to p articipate beyond their abilities. In every case it was 
necessa.ry for the leader to set controls on the p rogram and 
provide other media . The boys in these older groups did not 
accep t a pro gram of crafts, dramatics, and quiet games so 
readily as younger boys, as such activities are not usually 
consi d ered to be masculine enough by adolescents. Trips, 
parties, and non-competitive physical activities such as hik-
ing , camping , and fishing were most satisfying to both the 
handicapped individual and the rest of the group. 
As in group two the degree of . difference between the 
referred individual and the other club members were closely 
il 
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rel a t ed to the handicapped b oy's status in his club. IJVhen 
the interests a nd abilities of the g roup were on a much more 
mature level t han those of the boy 11vi th physical limitations; 
the fear of competition was so great, and the fe a r of fai l ure 
so intense, tha t the re wa s retro gression rather t:Q,an progress 
for th~ individual . Ho wever, all these g roups finally re ached 
a point of development so that differences became somewhat 
balanced by lilcenesses. When the de gree of differences be-
came less marked, the individual seemed able to reach up to 
the level of the others. At the same time the g roups could 
tolerate differences when they were not so great. Wide diff-
erences appear to be more threatening to adolescent individuals 
and group s than to younger children. Th is seen1s to be related 
to t h e desire of olde r ch ildren to identify with their p eers. 
' However, this very process of identific a tion seems to be the 
:mot:t va ting factor in the adoles cent's willingness to g ive up 
some o f his differences and adap t himself to the group. 
Ea ch club continued for about a year. ~-Jb.ile there were 
various re a sons for termination, there se ems to b e s ome indi-
cation that clubs organized for an individual during adoles-
1 cence may have to be of fairly short duration. 'rhis may be 
due to the ch~~~~~~ int~rests of children of t h is ag e level, 
to the p ul l of othe r forces, a n d to the des ire to be identified 
with a different k ind of group such as a t eam. 
The writer r a t ed t he mo v e ment in t h ree cases a s - 2 and 
~========~========~== 
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in one case as tl. As in group two, t he ratings ind ic ate 
mo vement rather than adjustment. In one c a se the boy's status 
at opening was very hi gh, and the goals were reached with 
very little movement.(tl) In the other three cases many of 
the objectives were still unmet at closing even though there 
was more movemen t. The ratings, then, are relative to each 
indivi du al's status at opening and closing . 
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CHAPTER V 
Sill'.'IMARY i HD COl CLUSI Ql\TS 
In the eleven cases studied there were ten boys and one 
g irl. The a g es of the referrals ranged from six to fifteen 
years . All cases were referred to the D. N. C. by the social 
service depar t ments in the hospitals where they were receiving 
medical treatment. Four different hospita ls we re the source 
of referrals. The diagnosis for four patients was rheumatic 
fever, and t he re wa s a different diagnosis for the remaining 
seven cases; osteomyelitis wi th rheurnatic fever , malnutrit ion, 
po l iomyelitis, hemophelia, sickle cell anemia , epilepsy, and 
cataracts with limitations due to spastic hemople gia. 
The a g es of onset of illness ranged fro m birth to thir-
t e en years; five patients h a d been limited by illnes s s inc e 
birth. At the time of r eferral one patient had been handi-
capped for fifteen years ; two for at least nine years ; six 
for more than four y ears ; and t wo for less than a year. 
Only two patients h ad any cosmetic defects as a result 
of illness. At the time of referral the prognoses for five 
pat ients were go od; for four patients fair, and for t wo very 
poor. Because of illness the physical activities of ei ght 
patients had been somewhat restricted. At the time of re-
f e rral five of these eight p atients were unable to participate 
' 
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in any s t renuous activities . Two of the cases were bed pa-
ti~nts at the time of referral. In four cases there were re-
curring attacks of t he illnesses after referral. I n seven 
c a ses the phys ical conditions of the patients i mp roved during 
their club experiences. One club was terminated because of 
the dea t h of the referred boy. 
Nine .c> O.L t he individuals s h owed anxi ety about their ill-
nesses and limi t ~tions or about r e c u rring at tack s. All nine 
had f ee ling s of inade quacy and isolation. None of the nine 
had exper ienced satisfa ctory group associations vn th their 
a ge-mates in t heir o¥m co~~unity for at l east four years. 
Four pat ients had been isola ted fro m the community f or at 
l east f our years because of hospi tali zation. 
VV'.ai le four pa tients lived in crowded, low income areas, 
there were no cases of extreme poverty or very inadequate 
phys ic a l conditions in any home . 
Mo s t of the chi l dren seemed interested in the p rosp ect of 
fo r ming a club, although five expressed some fears about other 
c hildren. 
The parents of five ch ildren were interested in the clubs 
from the beginning . Only one boy's parents seemed to remain 
indi ffe rent to t he club t hroughout. The f amilies of seven of 
the ch ildren bec ame active participants in the club p ro gram. 
In five c a ses t he cooperation of the s chools and other 
a g enci e s wa s sought in building the club memb ersh i p. In five 
clubs siblings of the referred children were also members of 
the club. 
In four cases the p atients' homes were the setting s for 
club meetings. In six clubs the g roup s met in the patients' 
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homes during all or part of the first year and then moved into ,I 
schools or community centers. In only one club were the meet-
11 
ings held out of the boy's home throughout the club's ex-
istence. 
In four clubs the leaders throughout were women. In t wo 
clubs the leaders at first were women, and after the first or 
second year the leaders were male. Five of the clubs were 
led by young men from the b e g inning. 
The numb e r of members in the clubs ranged from five to 
eighteen. In nine clubs the members h ip each year was less 
than ten . • In t wo clubs only, the majority of members were 
more than a year older than the referred child. 
In every club there was an emphasis, a t least in the be-
ginnin~, on non~competi ~i ve ac ti vi ti~s such as . craft~, stories, 
1 d ramat1cs, part1es, soc1al g ames, tr1ps, and d1sc u ss1ons . In 1
1 seven clubs there was a g radu al chang e in emphasis to ward more 
active pro grams. 
Six clubs were terminated at the end of about a year. 
Five clubs are still continuing ; t wo h a ve been in existence 
for one year, t wo for at least two years, and one for three 
years. 
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One club was termainated because of the patient 's death 
and one becau se of a serious recurrence of the patient's ill-
nass. Two clubs were closed because the p atients seemed well 
enough to find satisfactions throu~h the usual group activ-
i ties. Tvm clubs were terminated because the a g ency felt tha t 
the objectives could not be met throue h the D. N. C. app roach 
and a lso be c ause the parents resisted further help . 
Th e movement in four cases was rated as +3, in fo u r cases 
as +2, and in three cases as +1. 
B Conc l usions 
What is distinctive about these children is that illness 
or factors rel a ted to illness had denied them many of the 
usual opportunities for recreation. For those individuals in 
this study who were restricted to bed rest or to limited 
phy sical activit i es, part icipat ion in any of the usual gro up 
work a gencies wa s impossib le. For those whos e activities 
vvere not so drastic a lly limited, but who had physical defects , 
s e veral recurring attacks, or e motional disturbances related 
to illness, the group work agency was not a cor!lfortab l e · mi-
li eu . The pro gram of such agencies is g eared to the normal 
child, and as a result, the child with certain handicaps may 
be unable to compete with their standards. 
~hi le opportunities for recreation are amon~ the desir-
abl e goals i n any g roup, they have been of special importance 
-~~-
in these groups, because for almost every case the D. l'T . C. 
experience was the only recreat ional outlet available to the 
child. 
The value o f the groups has not been simp ly that of pro-
vi ding the child with hobbi es and individual inte rests. What 
is of s p ecial importance is that the recreational activities 
rere c a rried on in a group. Some of the children had exper-
ienced occupational therapy, and others had been provided by 
their parents with many diversional opportunities. In almost 
every case, however, there were indications tha t the child wa s 
bored ~n th his solitary activities. The hobbies a child de -
velops in the hospital a re often of value, but t here seems to 
be a tendency for the child to give up hi s interest in such 
activiti e s during convalescence because he wishes to disso-
ciate everything connected with his past illness from the 
pres ent. For such a ch ild the group has spec ial meaning. He 
finds t lla t normal children enjoy the same activities as the 
sick child. Once having realized this, the sick child often 
find tha t his status in this g roup rises when he can demon-
strate the special skil l he has acquired in the hospital or 
conv a l escen.t .. omo. The activities which the whole group en-
gage s in often stimulate the child to develop new and sustain-
ing inte rests. The cultivating of hobbies was especially 
valuable for those children in this g roup who se convalescent 
period wa s l ong and who were not well enough to go to school. 
I 
The use which the club made of the child 1 s abilities, and il 
the stimulus toward developing new s k ills were among the im-
portant factors in helping the child to accept himself as a 
participatin(S club me:r;1ber . Al most every child came to the 
club with feelings of inadequacy and fear of compet ition 1Ni th 
other children. These fee ling s di mini shed almost in propor-
tion to the individual 's increasing awareness of the contri-
bution he could make to the e; roup. The fact that the clubs 
were geared as much a s possible to the l evel of the referred 
child made it possible to discover h is abilities and interests, 
and to focus the pro g ram on them. The writer feels that the 
meeting s in the child's home in many cases, the close relation-
s h ip with the families and the information provided by the 
referring a g encie s he l ped many of the leaders to discover the 
child's interests a nd h abits more quick ly than many leaders 
in the usual g roup '.IVork agencies, where the focus is not on 
the one individual. 
Of very s p e cial i mpo rtan c e i s the vmy in W'b.ich eac h g roup 
ac c epted the referred child. In most groups the child with 
handic ap s or limitations wa s accepted out of deference at 
first. At times there was a t endency for t~e group to reject 
him because they felt he impeded t heir pro gress. However, in 
m.ost instances, there was a g radual accep tance of the indi vi-
dual as a regu lar membe r. This change seemed to be due to 
the leader ' s accep tance of the chi l d and to the fact that the 
I 
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p ro g rrun pointed up the positives in the individual's p ersona l-
ity. 
For some of t h e children the friendships established in 
t he g r oup were carried over into other areas. Some of the 
r e ferred children extended their relationsh ips into school, 
ca~p , or in the nei ghborhood . 
The s mall, protected groups were of s p ecial val ue for the 
wi thdravm , timid children . Several of the leaders indic a ted 
t hat the referred child had become more boyish and more ag -
gressive through the club exp e rience . 
The fact that these c l ubs we re compo sed of normal child-
ren from the child's o wn neighborhood is one of t he most dis-
tinctive contributions to the child . Before refe r ral t he i m-
I 
portant relationships of the majority of these chi l dren had I 
'I 
been only with t hei r families and othe r ch ildren in the hos -
p i t a l. 'rhus, t he clubs vJere among the few opportunities for 
norma l associations made avai l able to them. Some of t he chi l d -
ren h a d deve loped charact e ristic ways of behaving ·which were 
not acceptable in normal life situations, but which seemed to 
be accepted by t he ir families , as being due t o il l ness. How-
ever, the writer feels t ha t in the group many of them g a ve up 
some of t h eir overdependence , ove rdemanding ways, or their 
patterns of withdrawal. This seems to be related to the fact 
that for the first time many of them could observe the behavior 1\ 
of physically normal children. Th e satisfac tions of the g roup 
\I 
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were such that they could relinquish some of their 'rpeculiar-
ities~ or differences in order to gain the approval of their 
contemporari es . These changes came about more readily in the 
groups which did not place too many demands on the children. 
It wa s found through this study that the g roup experience 
may be of value for the family as well as for the referred 
child. 1/iost of the parents' anxiety about their children's 
illnesses had caus ed t h em to be oversolicitous. I n many of 
the clubs which me t in the referred child 's home there was a 
change in parental attitudes . This wa s related to the fact 
that parents gained some ins ight into wh a t is normal behavior 
for children by observing them at p lay. The le aders , through 
their b ehavior with the children and their relationships ~ith 
the f a milies, were often helpful to the parents. Some of the 
families particip ated in club activities. This seemed to he l p 
to build mo re posit ive relationships between the parents and 
children. The club p ro g ram and the suggestions of t h e leader 
were used by some parents to stimulat e their children's in-
terests in diversional activities during the days between 
meetings. 
Some of t he other values of the group experience s have 
been in the supplementary services offered to the families by 
the agency. These services included school visits, tutoring , 
camp placements , fi nanci a l a id and referrals. 
VJhile many of the chi l dren derived some of the same gen-
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eral ben ef i ts from their g roup experiences, each group had a 
s p eci a l meaning for the individual. The ex tent to which the 
experience benefitted the child depended largely on many fact- II 
ors in the individual. I 
Because of the s mall number of cases, it is not possible j 
to compare the effects which different types of illnesses or 
handicaps may have on children. However , those children who 
suffered from illnesses involving recurring attacks seemed to 
,. 
have special prob l ems. The fear of attacks or seizures ere-
a ted anxiety and tensions which tended to li r.nt theiT ability 
to functi on adequate l y . In some cases recurrences necessi-
t ated absences from club rnee ting s and c aused p eriods of re -
gression for the individual . This is one o f the special pro -
blems in g roups which are focused on the needs of the child. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
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'\l'hen he re turns to club mee tings, he may find that the group :i 
has reached a point of development a t which he cannot function . II 
Once the g roup has begun to make pro gress , it seems i mpo ssible II 
for-the leader to slow the tempo . To curtail club activities 
mi ght des troy the organization of the club, and a t the same 
time it mi ght convince the referred child of his differences 
and cause furthe r regression . The kno wle dge t h a t h e c ould 
u se h is il l ness to control others mi ght tend to make him cling 
to his symp toms. The l eade r may be able to p revent some of' 
these di:ffic u lties through a care:fully controlled p ro gram; 
however, the status of the individual before his attack may 
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de t e r mine to a great extent h is ability to adjust when he re-
t u rns. Also i mpo rtant is the reassurance and support o f the 
1 l eade r not only during the attack but beforehand . 
Very f ew of the records indicate tha t the leade r and mem-
bers discus sed to gether the problem which the chi ld with phys -
i cal limitations fac e d. The reason for this s eems to be that 
t he l eade rs emphas ized the po siti v e aspects of the chi ld and 
attempted to minimize differences. However, the writer f ee ls 
that the othe r chi l d ren may be helped to be more understanding 
a n d ac cep ting when they know wha t a han dicap o r illness means 
to another ch ild. 
On t h e who l e the g roup s tende d t o b e mo re u n derstanding 
o!' the limitations of t he referred ch il d when t h e re we re ob-
vious defe cts or s i r;ns o f illness . The chi l d ren vvho we re 
s e r iou s l y ill or who suffe red from c osmetic defects a r oused 
t he s ympa t h ies of the gro up , while t h ose rhose limi t ations 
were les s appa rent were often expe c t ed to funct ion on the same 
leve l a s the whole group . The f act that the group expected 
more of them t han was p ossible t ended to intensify their fe e l-
ing s of inade quacy . 
~fuile the age of onset of illne ss did not seem to be a 
chief det e x•mining factor in ad j ustment in the group, the age 
of the i ndividual a t referra l seemed to have some rela ti on-
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s h ip to the individual' s ab ility to ad j u st. Th is study in-
dicat e s t ha t t he re wa s les s movement arnon g the o l der ch ildren. I 
II 
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The longe r the illness, the more f i xed the patterns of isola-
tion a nd feeling s of inade quacy became. 
ii 
1: 
I 
There a l so seems to h ave b e en a rel a tionship between t h e 
individua l's beha vior in the group and the extent of hospit-
a li zation. The two boys who had been hospitalized for a long I 
p eriod du ring l a tency a nd earl y adolesc e nce faced s p eci a l p ro- ~ 
b l ems in adjustment. The hospital had offered them opportun-
1 iti e s to adjust in a very protected setting , a nd re-adjustment 
to a different a nd less controlled environment was difficult . 
' Both were threatened by their siblins 1 competition for p ar•-
e n tal love, an d both were e qual l y t h reatened by the group . 
The dep endency which illness creates for many individuals was· 
a s p ecial p rob l em for these boy s in their adolescent strug gle 
1 for e mancipation . 
The de gree to which the group accepted a passive person 
de p ended part l y on cultural factors . The Chinese boy ' s pass-
i vity seemed to h ave l itt l e eff ect on t h e group 's feeling to -
ward him b e cause quiet and res t rai ned behavior was chara cter-
istic of the wholo g roup . Th e other groups of older boys 
tended to be more a g gressive and therefore more rejecting of 
the chi l d who wa s passive . 
The a tt i tude whi ch each child had toward his illness 
II 
II 
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of ina de quacy a nd fear of competition characterized the atti - 1 
s e eme d to be more important than the i l lness itsel f . 
===k=t==udes or a l most every child. The ex tent to wh ich he overcame~~==~==== 
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his fears dep ended partly on the str~cture of the club and 
partly on his drive to succe ed. 
\Vhile the small number of c ases in each group mak es a 
comparative study difficu lt, the writer suggests that there 
may be special therapeutic v a l ue in a D. N. C. experience for 
the c h ild still in early l a tency whose patterns have not be-
come fixed parts of his personality. It was found that the 
older children with serious e motional problems did not gain 
so much from the protected gr oup experienc es as did younger 
children. 
There were many factors in each group as well as i n the 
indi vidv.a l which affec t ed his development. VVh ile t his study 
did not deal with leadership a s such, the writer fee ls that 
for most children with physical limitations there is a special 
value in h aving a woman as a le ader during the laiency perio d . 
One of the important factors in each g roup vvas the lead-
er 's use of prog r am and re sourc e s. It is generally ac c epted 
that the l eader has to be mo re a ctive in a protected g roup 
than in many other group situations. In some cases where the 
interests of the referred child were a llowed to become the 
so l e basis for act ivities, the g roup tended to lose interest 
in the program. On the other hand, in group s where the activ-
ities deve l oped out of the interests of most of the members 
b ut without re gard for one i ndividual ' s limitations, the re -
ferred child wa s usually unable to compete . In those clubs 
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in which there wa s a more bala nced pro gram and a wi der variety 
of activities , t here were usually- greater gains fo r the re- II 
II 
' 
ferred individual. 
Pro gra:rmning with younger children seemed to p resent fewer Ill 
prob lems than with older groups. It wa s found that the degree 
of differentiat ion in skills, interests, and abiliti es was 
less n o ticeable among children during early latency. Marked 
differences were more threatening to the older children . 
Of special importance in each situation was the structure 
of the gro 1~ . A few of the clubs were natural friendship 
groups, but most of them were formed g roups • . In the struc-
tured groups it wa s not enough to draw in interested children. 
It -rR s f ound that the group had to be at approximately the 
same level of development as the referred individual. VVhen 
the gap between the r eferred child and the rest of the g roup 
wa s very great, differences became threatening to the indi-
v i dua l. 
The a g e levels, interests and abi liti es , a nd the person-
ality c h aracteristics of a ll the members were a ll factors which 1 
related to individual adj11stment. It was found that whi l e some \ 
of the referred children were of the same chronolog ical a g e as ~ 
most of the membe rs, they were often retarded in school because I 
! of illness . This difference tended to emphasize the indivi-
dual ' s feeling s of inferiority . The v~iter also found that 
over- a ggressi v e children in the group were usually thre aten-
I 
I 
Ill ing to the referred child. ~~==========================~ 
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It wa~-- found that - no~- every- chi~d benefi te~~ :from c l ub r 
meeting s in his ov-m home . The o l dest boy in this group seemed 
to enjoy the f ree dom from parental restraints which was made 
possible in mee ting s away from h i s home . Children whose par-
ents were rejecting or ho stile made some gains i n meeting s 
that were he ld in other children's homes or in a different 
setting . 
I 
II 
vVhi l e there are many environmental and intrapersonal fac - I 
II 
tors affecting individual adjustment in this g roup , this study 
has been concerned with only a limited number of them. In 
g ene ral it was found that the attitude of the indivi dual towar 
his illness was more i mpo rtant in determining adjustment than 
the illness itself. There was some relationship between t he 
I 
individual movement and factors such as a g e at referral , the 
extent of hospit a li zation , recurring illnesses , and the phys-
' ic a l limitations placed on the ch ild. Howe ver, none of these 
factors, alone , was a det ermining factor. Wo re i mportant to 
the individual's adjustment were hi s fami l y relations h i ps and 
his emotional p rob l ems . Mo vement a l s o depended in part u p on 
the leadership , structure , and p rogram of the club. 
1 C Re com.mendations for Further Study 
There were many indications in the records of these indi -
viduals tha t numerous factors within both the child a nd t he 
g r oup affect movement a nd adjustment. The writer suggests 
; that f u rther study is needed to determine many of. the caus-
I 
I 
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· ative factors. I 
More inforrr..ation is needed abou t the e motional effects 
of the s p ec i fic diseases for which children a re referred to 
D. T. c. It was found that c ompetitive situations vrere harm-
ful to certain of the individuals studied . Further study in 
relation to t h is prob lem mi ght e;ive the g roup worke r more i n-
sight into the individual 's behavior and thus he l p in planning 
a more therapeutic program. 
Siblings of several of the referred children participated 
in g roup activit i es. It would be helpful to discover the con-
ditions under which the p r es ence of sibling s in the gro up is 
helpful to the referred chi l d , a nd when it is damaging . 
The vvri ter also suggests that the e ffect which the age 
a nd sex of the l eader have on the child is another subject to 
be explored . 
In this study the vrri ter did not follo•N up the children 
whose g roups were terminated. It might be interesting to dis-
cove r how such children have de veloped since the closing of 
the clubs. The a g ency mi ght be in a better position to eval-
uate movement af ter such a follo w- up study. It mi ght be par-
ticularly helpful to find out whether the children have been 
ab l e to participate in other g roup work agencies. 
Another subject for study mi ght be the effect of the 
g roup on the other meniliers. i!1~at happens to the members whe n 
the club is disbanded because of changes in the referred 
chi ld? =-=====-=-====--==-~ 
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Still another area mi ght be a follow-up study vri th the 
medica l a g encies which referred t h e ch ild. Thi s study mi ght 
point up changes in the individual of which the D. N. C. is 
unavmre. A clos er rel a tionship b e tween the g r>o up work agency 
a nd the medical a g ency mi ght help in foc u sing b o th agencies ' 
p l ans for the child . 'rhe g roup Jni ght become a very val uable 
' diagnostic too l for the med ical a gency. 
It is interesting that there was only one g irl in this 
group of e l even cases . The writer suggests tha t there be 
furthe r study of a larger number of children with l imitations 
due to illness to discover whe ther> problems in g roup adjust-
ment are Iilore acu te for the boy wi th physical limitations 
than for the g irl. 
A~K~~ 
Richard K. Conan~ 
Dean 
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APPENDIX 
T BL-" I 
CLASSIFICAT ION ACCORDING TO IVIOVE1VIEI'JT 
CRITER IA I NDIVIDUAL RATINGS 
~ ~ Q) .-a i p-. ~ Q) ~ •r-1 p-. .-a •r-1 p-. .--1 H .--1 ~ .,0 Q) i> .-a .--1 ~ H .-a ;:l 0 
..0 H ro •r-1 .-a •r-1 Q) ro ;:l cti ro 0 
t:r.. ~ 1-j ~£1 r:Q r:Q iS= r:Q P-t 1-j r:Q 
l. I NDIVIDUAL'S AC CEPTP~CE 
OF HIMSELF IN THE GROUP -r 2 +2 +3 -t2 -t1 -tl 0 -r2 +l ~l '+-2 
2. I NDIVIDUAL 'S RELATIONSHIP 
WITH THE LEADER -t-3 -t-2 ..,.2 +2 +1 -t-2 -t-1 +-2 -rl +-2 
-73 
3. ACCEPTANCE OF I NDIVIDUAL 
BY THE GROUP +3 -t-2 +3 t2 +l .,.2 +2 +3 +-l +l +2 
4. RECREATIONAL VALUE -r4 -t4 +4 -4 +2 -1-2 
-1'3 +2 +3 -+-3 -t-3 
5. SOCIALIZATION .... l +-3 +3 -t-3 ~l rl +2 -+-1 0 +-2 +-2 
6. USE OF ABILITII,,S D 
DEVELOPIVIENT OF' SKILLS +3 -t-3 ~3 -h3 +2 -+--1 ~3 -t-2 -r-3 -t--2 + 3 
7. FAMILY RELATIONSHI PS -t-3 
-t3 + 3 -r3 0 [+l 72 0 
-+1 + 2 + 2 
-
8. GENERAL ADJUSTMENT .... ,3 ... 3 -t-3 rl .. l ~2 +2 -rl -r-2 + 2 +-2 
NA.lViE 
Freddy 
David 
Jimmy 
Eddy 
Billy 
Betty 
Warr en 
Bu ddy 
Paul 
Jack ie 
Bobby 
TABLE II 
CLASSIFICATION ACC ORDING TO AGE AT REFERRAL, 
·EXTENT OF CLUB EXPERI ENCE: AND lVIOVEMJ~T RA'I'IN G 
AGE AT EXTBNT OF CLUB 
REFERR AL EXPERIEN CE 
7 years 2 years ~~ 
6 y ears l year ~~ 
7 years l y e ar ~~ 
9 years 3 years i~· 
9 years 2 years ~} 
l l years l year 
10 years l y e ar 
15 years 1 year 
13 years l year 
12 years l year 
13 ye a:rs l y ear 
-:~ club still active 
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MOVEIViEI'JT 
RATIN G 
.. 3 
+ 3 
-r3 
+ 3 
-t-"1 
+l 
+2 
+2 
... 1 
+2 
+-2 
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